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New Holland's " 3 3 6 " Spreader with Forage Box teams with
Model 22 Forage Blower to raise 48 tons of silage per hour.

With cross-conveyor attachment, Model " 3 3 6 " Spreader with
Forage Box becomes automatic Bunk Feeder.

Forage Box Becomes... Bunk Feeder
(It started as a manure
Two simple attachments turn New Holland's
" 3 3 6 " Spreader into Forage Wagon . . . Forage
Wagon into Bunk Feeder.

out on the move and unload in four minutes
or less.
As a spreader, the capacity of the "336"—rated
at 130 bushels—more than meets ASAE standards
. That's twice the load of ordinary spreaders
and means spreading trips are cut in half.
Other advanced features include: new 100load lubrication (lubrication is required as little
as once a month); elimination of old-fashioned
arch in order to allow the farmer to run right
under barn cleaners; and lower center of gravity
for greater stability on rolling ground.
For more information, write New Holland
Machine Company (Canada) Limited,
Brantford, Ontario.

If a machine can be designed to do more than
one job . . . and work in more than one season . . .
it will obviously save money for its owner.
That's the idea behind the New Holland
"336". For when a farmer buys the "336" as a
Forage Box, he actually pays less than he would
for a self-unloading box alone. And he gets a
130-bushel Manure Spreader free!
By adding a cross-conveyor attachment, he's
got an automatic bunk feeder that lets him feed
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Take
Dalt Willard
for instance . . .
Mr. Dalton S. Willard, Sales Supervisor
S H U R - G A I N Division of Canada Packers

Limited

The SHUR-GAIN Division of Canada Packers

Helping the farmer achieve the best returns

—specializes in the manufacture of feeds

through the use of these products are SHUR-GAIN'S

and fertilizers. Based on a background of

sales

personnel,

all

technically

over 40 years experience, their aim is and

trained and thoroughly versed in the most

always has been to introduce science into the

modern farming practices.

feeding of livestock and poultry, and technical
accuracy in crop fertilization.

Take Dalt Willard for instance, born and raised on
a farm, and a graduate from the O.A.C. He knows
farmers, how to talk their language and how to

The laboratory figures largely in SHUR-GAIN'S
solve
organization coupled with an experimental
like
and demonstration farm at Maple,
Ontario, where each and every product is
tested and proved for Canadian conditions.

CANADA

@

most of their problems. It is through people
Dalt Willard that farmers gain confidence in

SHUR-GAIN and its products, helping SHUR-GAIN
grow . . . making it what it is today, a good company
to do business with and a good company to
work for.
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BUT HERE TO STAY!
Here to stay, here to help Canadian Farmers,
here w i t h a N e w concept of Research
a n d Service in p r o v i n g A g r i c u l t u r a l Chemicals

~

developed for Canada

Fisons
FARM TASK-FORCE
Agricultural
RESEARCH
M a r i a n R. N o r m a n
M.A.

Cambridge.

Research
Entomologist.

You may have met them already, because the Fisons
task-force have been around all over Canada with the Chesterford
Logarithmic sprayer. They have tested and proved the new
chemicals Fisons are introducing.
It is good to know that Fisons task-force is backed
million dollars spent on research by Fisons, and has the
of Geigy research. The worldwide experience, both of
and Geigy in developing agricultural chemicals, will be
these men.

by 2.1
benefit
Fisons
behind

Agricultural
SALES
Christopher
H. K. M a l t b y ,
M.A.

Cambridge.
Agricultural
Science.

Field
SERVICE
Peter W .

McMullen,

B.S.A. O n t a r i o
Agricultural

College.

Entomologist.

Chesterford Logarithmic sprayer being used in Fisons field research
Field
SERVICE
William W .

The Fisons task-force in Canada looks forward to telling you
what they have already done . . . and what the Fisons new weedkillers,
fungicides and pesticides can do to help the Canadian
farmer.

Graham

B.Sc. ( A g r . )
Macdonald
Field

College.

husbandry.

AGRICULTURAL
Field
SERVICE
Alan

C.

Williamson,

B.Sc. E d i n b u r g h .
W e s t e r n Technical
representative.

Industrial
RESEARCH

CHEMICALS

Fisons
for good farming

G . G o r d o n Fisher,
B.Sc. ( A g r i c u l t u r a l
Botany).
Industrial
specialist.

Fisons ( C a n a d a ) L i m i t e d , 1 8 9 3 D a v e n p o r t Rd., T o r o n t o 9, O n t a r i o
Distributors:

Chipman Chemicals Ltd., International Fertilizers Ltd.,

a n d a number o f agricultural distributors including co-operatives.
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Price Supports

are they the answer to an industry's woes

By D. R. CAMPBELL

For 78 years following Confederation, at 44 cents, but do not involve offers- average price over the previous 10
our Dominion (now Federal) to-purchase butter fat at the farm, years, and added that the cost of production
Governments regarded price supports milk for cheese, or eggs at the farm.
should be considered, and that
as anathema (if indeed they gave This frequently poses some trying products other than the nine "basic"
them any serious consideration at all); questions when the spread between commodities might also be supported.
for the next 11 years they looked farm price and support price widens. About 22 products are presently under
upon price supports as respectable In addition, most of these prices are price supports.
tools to be used sparingly; but for the for delivery in Toronto or sometimes
While the stated objectives are for
past year our government has adopted in Montreal, and involve discounts for higher incomes than would result from
them with apparent eagerness as instruments
other locations.
free supply and demand conditions,
of social and/or economic
2) Deficiency payments may be this would, by definition, result in surpluses
justice. In this last year, all parties made by allowing the market to find
under offers-to-purchase. Such
seem to be alike in their desire for its own level, recording all sales, and government-held surpluses have, in
higher and more widespread price making a payment to all producers at the United States, ranged as high as
supports.
the end of the marketing year, in $9 billion; the significance of this
What are price supports ? What are order to bring the average price receivedfigure may best be grasped by reference
up to a standard price guaranteed
their purposes? What are their effects
to the fact that it would take
by the government. Ontario all Canadian farmers almost four
on production, consumption, and rural
organization? What can one conclude soybean growers will receive a deficiencyyears to produce and sell $9 billion
about their use and usefulness? This
payment on this year's crop worth of farm products. The United
paper attempts some preliminary sufficient to bring the average price States Department of Agriculture
answers to these important questions. up to $2.10 per bushel f.o.b. country spends more in a year (largely on
Unless otherwise specified, all examplespoints. All producers will receive the price supports) than does our entire
quoted refer to present Canadian same deficiency payments per bushel Federal Government on all activities.
regardless of the market price they In spite of such lavish programs, farm
price supports.
obtained.
incomes have not shown a much better
WHAT ARE PRICE SUPPORTS?
Deficiency payments usually involve relationship to non-farm incomes in
As the name implies, price supports
are government activities designed to larger total payments and more the U. S. A. than in Canada.
A more modest, and probably more
yield final prices to producers different records, but allow consumers to benefit
from lower prices, and involve no acceptable, objective is to stabilize
from those which would have
resulted from the free interplay of storage by governments. They have incomes and production in the interests
of both producers and consumers.
market forces. They may be of two been used sparingly in Canada and the
To this end prices would be
United States but considerably in the
kinds.
1) Offers - to - purchase specified United Kingdom. Only two out of prevented from falling below minimum,
but these minima would be set
products at specified prices are made over twenty products presently supported
in Canada are on the basis of below the expected average of the
by an agency of the Federal Government,
thus guaranteeing basic minimum deficiency payments; the rest are market over a period of time. This
would help to reduce the wide fluctuations
prices to producers. Such guarantees offers-to-purchase.
in production so characteristic of
are usually for processed products WHAT ARE THEIR PURPOSES?
The Agricultural Prices Support agriculture in the past. While consumers
(e.g. guarantees to purchase pork
might regret that price supports
cuts at such prices as will yield a Act of 1944 defined the objectives of
prevented them from gaining
price of 25 cents per pound for Grade that Act as: (a) To smooth the transition
from war to peace, and (b) To some exceptional bargains in times of
A hog carcasses in Toronto), but may
be for unprocessed products such as give returns in agriculture roughly heavy production, they would not later
apples or potatoes. Since offers-to- comparable to those in other industriessuffer from exceptionally high prices
. The Agricultural Stabilization during periods of scarcity brought
purchase imply storage, the products
Act of 1958 implied its support about by cut-backs in production plans
must usually be bought in a form in
which some marketing services have of the second objective, using different during those same periods of heavy
been added. Thus our price supports
terms. "To provide for the production.
include offers-to-purchase butter at 64 stabilizing of prices of farm products
The 1958 Act, which promises consideration
cents, Ontario cheese at 34 cents, to assist the industry to realize fair
of the costs of production
Grade A Large eggs oiled and in cases returns for its labour and investment in the setting of price supports,
and to maintain a fair relationship brought the wheel of economic thought
Professor
D. R. between prices received by farmers and policy full circle. Thirty-five
Campbell is Head and the costs of goods and services years ago in Canada, farm leaders
of the Department they buy." The Act of 1944 gave six were advocating cost of production
of
Agricultural criteria for setting supports, but gave studies and later pressed for price
Economics, O.A.C., no formula; the 1958 Act presented supports based on such studies. Later,
and President-Elect mandatory minimum prices for nine cost of production research projects
of the Agricultural "basic" products based on a formula became something less than respectable
Institute of Canada. of a minimum of 80 per cent of the
on the basis of such questions as,
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"Whose costs?", "How do you assign for pork at current levels have probably farmers amounts to 70-85 per cent of
overhead costs among enterprises?",
not only encouraged more productionits purchasing power in 1909-14. With
"Should prices necessarily cover costs
, but accelerated the trend to improved efficiency and greater output
all the time?". Now we find such larger and more specialized enterprises,
per unit of resources one would
studies becoming respectable and wellexpect
that prices considerably less
and to vertical integration. To
endowed again among policy makers.
an economist, at any rate, a move to than 100 per cent of parity would
WHAT IS THEIR EFFECT
greater specialization, to increased yield incomes well above those of the
ON PRODUCTION?
size, and to more planning of production, base period.
There can be little doubt that price
all indicate increases in efficiency In Canada, both of the major farm
supports encourage production—greatly
which will not be confined to organizations have sought p a r i t y
prices and formulae, but without
if high enough to affect income, to producers alone.
success.
a lesser extent if for price and income
THEIR EFFECT ON RURAL
stability. One of the great problems
ORGANIZATIONS
PRICE SUPPORTS IN BRITAIN
of offers-to-purchase is that surpluses
There is presently considerable fear
Britain has placed far more emphasis
are inevitably accumulated by the that current levels of price support
on price supports than has
support agency. One must say "inevitably"
will remove the "raison d'etre" of Canada. Most of them are of the deficiency
because, by definition, if the many marketing boards and other
payment type. In setting
price supports are effective, they must farmer organizations developed in an price guarantees there is a "February
be at prices higher than those resulting effort at self-help as opposed to governmentPrice Review" during which the Ministry
from the free interplay of supply
-help. If the product is purchased,
of Agriculture confers with the
and demand. Since the surpluses can
stored, and resold by the government,
National Farmers' Union (the farm
not be readily sold through regular
there is little left for a marketing organization); they utilize the results
channels to domestic consumers, the
board to do except represent of about 4,000 farm accounts from
agency must either sell at reduced producers in discussions as to the across Britain in attempting to decide
rates to some classes of domestic consumersprice support level. Certainly, collective the appropriate levels for price guarantees
(such as butter at 40 cents per
bargaining, the major activity of
and production subsidies. Total
pound to selected institutions) or sell several Ontario marketing boards, expenditures on supports and subsidies
the product at a loss abroad. Our has been severely curtailed.
amount to close to 250 million
Prices Support Board, for example,
pounds per year.
PRICE
SUPPORT
EXPERIENCE
bought skim milk powder at 17 and
IN THE U.S.A.
CONCLUSIONS
14 cents per pound for spray process
United
States
with price
There is no doubt that in an industry
and roller process respectively, and, supports has beenexperience
extensive and
as subject to fluctuations in price
with heavy accumulation of stocks, costly than ours. more
From 1932 to 1954 and production as agriculture there is
dumped it in foreign markets at 9 and the total cost of supports
to the taxpayer a place for price supports to induce
7.5 cents per pound, sold some to Denmark
$8.5 billion, through the stability. Stability in production,
for feed at 4 cents, and donated major was
agency alone, whereas Canadian price and income are to the long run
more to international relief agencies.
taxpayers
a cost of $100 advantage of both producers and
It may well be true that our complaintsmillion from 1946bore
to
March
1958.
consumers.
about the ill-effects of American
Mention
of
U.S.
price
supports
immediately
To attempt however, to emulate the
surplus disposal programs under
brings forth the term "parity United States in setting high levels
Public Law 480 are not justified; it
prices". This is a most misunderstood of support to increase farm incomes
certainly is true that such complaints
and one that has been is to ignore all of the ill-effects experienced
are morally undermined by such widelyconcept
and
emotionally
as
there during the past decade.
dumping as we have ourselves undertaken representing an economic accepted
panacea
for
Vast surpluses, import quotas,
.
agriculture. In fact it does not mean dumping, disagreement with exporting
EFFECTS ON CONSUMPTION
"equality of income," as many have
competitors, have all been part of
Price supports which are designed thought, but rather "equality of purchasingthe American scene for the past ten
to increase prices over free market
power through time." Thus a years largely as a result of price
prices are bound to reduce consumption. price for wheat in 1958 which represents supports.
Butter consumption in Canada
100 per cent of parity means
To return to cost of production as
is down over four per cent thus far in that a bushel of wheat in 1958 would the only basis for pricing has little to
1958, largely because of an increase pay for the same amount of goods commend it, though such studies may
in the support level from 58 to 64 and services (labour, taxes, interest, have real use in providing additional
cents per pound. While the effect on machinery, etc.) used by farmers as information in setting prices.
consumption and consumers cannot be in a base period. The base period in
as they may be, alone,
disregarded, this aspect of price support United States calculations is 1909-14, costUndesirable
of production studies are preferable
is less important than the effect a period of exceptionally favourable
to rigid parity formulae.
of prices on production, and the problems ratio of farm prices to farm costs.
As an alternative to more extensive
of surplus disposal.
Farm prices are now supported in price supports such "self-help" institutions
the United States at varying percentages
WHO BENEFITS MOST FROM
as marketing boards might
PRICE SUPPORTS?
of parity set by the Secretary of well prove desirable in the long run.
Assuming, of course, that someone Agriculture and Congress. While the
Finally there is a need for more
benefits, and focusing our attention usual range is about 70-85 per cent of research and extension in the field of
on producers, one must conclude that parity, this does not mean that farm agricultural policy at Canadian agricultural
the large producers are certainly incomes are only 70-85 per cent of
research institutions, as there
likely to benefit most. Since payments farm incomes in the base period, or is in the field of monetary and fiscal
are made on the basis of number of non-farm incomes at present. It policy in general educational institutions.
of units sold, most of the benefit merely means that the purchasing
Such research should take into
goes to those who produce most of power of the farm product in terms account the entire economy, and
the product. In fact, price supports of the goods and services used by should benefit the entire economy.
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O.A.C.'s First
Exchange

Student

By CHRISTOPHER J. GREENHOUS
Early in July a notice appeared on
We then sailed into the St. Lawrence, is a 2 year course with about 150
our notice board at Harper Adams
male students; while across the road
the first of many things in
the National Institute of Poultry
Agricultural College informing us
Canada which was to amaze me by
Husbandry also runs a 2 year course
that a scholarship was to be awarded
its size, since if the Thames, our
for 80 students and is co-educational.
to a post-Diploma student on an
largest river were dropped into the
On arrival at the College Mr. Price,
exchange basis with O.A.C. Many
St. Lawrence I am sure it would not
the Principal, welcomes all new students
students were amazed that anything
raise the water level more than one
so go-ahead could possibly happen to
foot. We sailed between beautifully
to what is supposed to be the
a Harper student. Others thought,
rugged and forested hills and passed
best years of our lives and although
they are certainly enjoyable years we
and said, that the whole thing was a
Quebec at night. Finally after a
all hope for even better things in the
waste of time and would be a year
week on board we docked at Montreal.
future. Yes, even at Harper Adams
thrown away. Yet despite these
Then I travelled by rail to Guelph
they are enjoyable years where there
pessimists there was a queue to sign
and was again amazed by the size,
are rules and regulations which are
the list of applications. Following
cleanliness and comfort of Canadian
unheard of at O.A.C. As in all student
interviews I was fortunate enough to
trains. English trains are much
be selected to represent Harper
smaller, dirtier and are drawn by
bodies some people obey these
rules while others consider them only
Adams at the O.A.C. and Dave Brubachersteam engines although a few diesel
as
a
slight
obstacle and are continually
engines are now being introduced.
selected to spend a year at
Finally I arrived at Guelph, was
Harper Adams. Thus we have set out
thinking of fresh methods of
directed to the bus stop and boarded
to prove that the exchange system
avoiding being caught or at least
punished for breaking these rules.
the bus on the final stage of my
will be a great success so that it may
Thus all students are required to be
be continued in future years. Personally journey.
in residence by 11:00 p.m. on weekdays
, I fail to see how it can be anything
On arrival at O.A.C. I was impressed
but a tremendous success since
and 11:45 p.m. on week-ends.
by the size of the campus as
I have already learned a great deal
Inevitably all the halls of residence
well as the magnificent lay-out and
have various methods of entry such
about Canadian agriculture as well as
as windows, fire-escapes and ropes
wonderful facilities provided for both
the Canadian way of life which is
while a disturbance at one end of a
study and leisure time. Indeed on
quite different to anything I have
building will soon distract the Warden
being shown the Phys. Ed. building
known.
I
was
absolutely
flabbergasted
and
On September 17th I sailed aboard
permitting an unorthodox entry
cannot possibly give you my impression via the door. Similarly other rules
the R.M.S. CARINTHIA into the
. It is apparently considered great
forbid the interfering with livestock
stormy Atlantic from Liverpool. On
even by Canadian standards. Apart
and produce from the College farm
the morning of September 18th I
but nevertheless the occasional pig
wished I were dead — as all landlubbersfrom the Phys. Ed. building my
greatest surprise was when I discovered finds its way into the halls of residence
do when they are sea-sick —
that the large cars parked around
however by midday I had acquired my
and when shut in a bedroom
the campus actually belonged to the
will soon acquire a depraved appetite
"sea-legs". The storm lasted 3 days
and chew everything from your bedroom
students apart from a few which I
and the restaurant during this time
have since been informed belong to
was less than half full. Then the
slippers to the carpet. Not only
finance companies. At Harper Adams
weather cleared and a hoard of new
does the student concerned have to
the car park contains about 30 cars of
faces appeared on deck as the other
tolerate wearing chewed up slippers
different age, shapes and sizes, some
and a most unpleasant odour but he
passengers gradually recovered from
dating back to the early 1930's, and
also has to dispose of the pig either
their sea-sickness.
often of extremely doubtful mechanical to someone else's room or the pig-sty
and whichever he chooses he must not
ability. In fact I have travelled
be caught interfering with farm livestock
in several cars where it has been
Christopher
J.
Greenhous is the
first student
to
study at O.A.C. under
the exchange
arrangement between
Harper
Adams Agricultural College
and
O.A.C. His experiences and impressions
are presented here.
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necessary to wear a waterproof hat
. Thus entails carrying the pig
and coat when driving in wet weather
under the arm and gently scratching
its mouth to prevent it from squealing
which is a very frequent occurrence
in England. Many of the students
and thus attracting attention.
possess motor cycles and although it
is an uncomfortable ride in wet and
At all Universities and Colleges the
cold weather it does provide an independent
new students is put through a process
but dangerous means of
of initiation imposed by the senior
transport.
students. So at Harper Adams we
have our initiation k n o w n
as
The Ag. course at Harper Adams
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"Fresher's Follies". On first arriving
that discipline is much more strict.
so every autumn term one day is set
at the college the new student, or
The lecturers never given assignments
aside for "Rag Day" to raise funds
Fresher, is allowed two or three days
but take it for granted that the students
for this very worthy cause. Prior to
to settle down before advertisements
are doing a certain amount of
"Rag Day" the large Agricultural
appear advertising Fresher's Follies
private study on their own initiative.
firms are circularised and some contribute
which is NOT optional to all first
All results are based on examination
in cash, and others in produce
year students. So on the day of initiation which is then raffled. During the
results at the end of each term. The
afternoons are devoted to more practical
the Fresher's can be seen in
afternoon of Rag Day road blocks are
small groups suggesting various
set up on the main road passing
aspects such as zoology and entomology
methods of defecting the senior students through the local town of Newport
on a Monday, a visit to a
. However the appointed hour
and all traffic stopped by the students
nearby farm on a Tuesday, practical
for the show soon arrives when the
who then collect a toll from each
Botany on a Thursday and practical
Freshers are marched into the main
vehicle. Any driver not voluntarily
Chemistry on a Friday. Generally
hall.
contributing is liable to be shelled
speaking the course is of a less practical
with water and flour bombs before
nature than that at O.A.C. in as
Once they are seated a roll call is
passing the road block. During the
much as our Animal Husb. concentrates
enforced although absentees are a very
early evening a parade is put on
on the feeding, housing, diseases
rare occurrence. Inevitably during the
through the streets similar to that at
and general management of the
roll call small groups object to addressing
"Home coming week-end". The floats
various classes of livestock whereas
the senior students as "Sir"
depict various aspects of current affairs here great importance is attached to
but any resistance is soon crushed by
as well as such things as a
livestock judging and poultry killing
the more organized senior students.
feather-bed farmer, which provides
and processing. Similarly the Ag.
Then the follies really commence when
excellent opportunities to shower
Mech. course is more theoretical at
Freshers are selected by sticking a
Newport with feathers. During this
Harper Adams. I do feel that these
pin into the list of names whereupon
parade all students are in fancy dress
more practical aspects are a great
the Fresher to be chosen is required
and carry collecting tins in aid of the
asset and could well be incorporated
to appear on the stage to perform his
Cancer Campaign. In the evening a
in the Harper Adams course.
"party piece" which may be a song,
firework display is put on followed
Physical Education, although important
recitation, joke, musical instrument,
by a dance to which a film star, or
, is not so highly stressed as
acrobatic or any other performance to
other famous person, is invited as an
at O.A.C. and although Wednesday
please the senior students. The senior
additional attraction. In this way the
and Saturday afternoons are set aside
students then decide whether or not
students and the local townspeople
for this it is entirely up to the individual
the performance was satisfactory and,
have a very enjoyable day and make
whether or not he participates.
of course a satisfactory performance
a valuable contribution to Cancer researchThus from 200 male students the College
is a very rare occurrence in fact I
.
regularly fields 3 rugger teams,
rather think its impossible. As soon
The academic year in England is
1 soccer and 1 field hockey team involving
as sufficient failures have been recorded
slightly longer than that at O.A.C.
67 active players. It is obvious
, and the occasional small
and is divided into three terms of 11
from this that rugger — the
pockets of resistance crushed, the victims
weeks each. Lectures are of 50 minutes game played on the front campus—is
are paraded on the stage and
as popular at Harper Adams as Canadian
duration and commence at 9:00
man-handled out by senior students
Football is at O.A.C. These
a.m. and finish at 12:55 p.m. with a
dressed either in gym clothes or
"winter sports" are played on a fourquarter hour break at 10:50 a.m.
waterproofs according to prevailing
acre field specially seeded down for
when coffee or tea is served to all
weather conditions. A favourite punishment
the purpose while in the summer
students. Lectures are conducted on
for failing to provide a satisfactory
(Continued on Page 21)
similar lines to those at O.A.C. except
performance at the follies is to
tie the Freshers to a gatepost outside
the cowshed while the pressure hose
for washing down is turned on, and
since the well is 180 feet deep the
water is extremely cold. The water is
first applied to the victim's feet and
only gradually worked up his body
until he has to lower his head for the
final soaking. Other methods employed
feeds
by senior students include
throwing the victim into the dirtiest
pool on the farm or into a specially
prepared mud-bath. The following Saturday
night a large dance is held,
the young ladies being invited from
nearby teachers' training colleges. As
at all Colleges it is during this first
week of the year that many long
lasting friendships are established.

Pioneer

PROFIT-PROVEN

FOR RESULTS THAT PAY

All English colleges and universities
have one day a year when the
efforts of every students are put to
raising money for a charity. Harper
Adams students choose to support the
British Empire Cancer Campaign and
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PIONEER FEEDS LIMITED
Saint John, N . B .
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Why Teach Clothing?
L I L A E. ENGBERG
another challenge to Home Economists

skills necessary for the satisfaction of
priate and becoming dress. There is
man's physiological needs—with the
a need to be able to co-ordinate a
of Home Economics." Miss Baskerville
sciences and skills necessary for the
wardrobe appropriate for various
in the last O.A.C. Review
roles in life, and to know why certain
gave the profession a thoughtful appraisalunderstanding and satisfaction of
man's psychological needs. Whether
selections are made. Students need
that should challenge every
the student is preparing for a career
help to gain insight into their own
Home Economist. W e must develop
or for marriage, the background
personality and to express it in their
the best possible educational program
knowledge which she carries with
clothing.
both at the high school and at the
her should help her to perform a real
college level—if we are to survive.
Social and Psychological
service to family and community.
We must be deeply concerned over
Aspect
Each area of Home Economics has
the lack of understanding of the scope
its
own
body
of
theory
and
skills
The
social and psychological aspect
of Home Economics and be prepared
which must be accomplished during
is the relationship and the effect of
to explain ourselves to people.
the course of a Home Economics educationclothing on the individual and his
Women have a unique role in our
relation to society. Clothing cannot
. Before they are considered
culture. W e need an education but
be separated from family living or
we cannot fit ourselves into a program separately, the pattern or shape of
human relations. It is woven into the
the whole must be considered; and
of education designed for men.
very core of family living, contributing
A woman's goal is not solely to select the structure must be balanced and
proportioned to present a complete
and prepare for an occupation. It
to family satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
programme.
is also preparation for marriage and
The right clothing will
In this article we propose to discuss help build a sense of belonging, of
parenthood; learning to get along
only one area of Home Economics, self-expression and of social acceptance
with all family members and others
clothing.
Why is clothing education
in society, acquiring skills for citizenship
. The garments a student is making,
needed? What kind of education
and developing a scale of
or chooses to buy, becomes more
should it be, in order to answer
values to live by. Instinct does not
important as it enriches her life when
the needs of the individual, the family
give woman the knowledge she needs
she wears it.
and society. Dr. George W . Hartman,
for an effective and satisfying personal
As humans differ, so do concepts
professor of Educational Psychology,
of clothing and values attached to
and family life. Education is
Columbia University has
clothing. The student should know
necessary.
said "Educationally, clothing is a
the differences that exist within societies
Home Economics is education for
persistent 'interest center' in everyone's
, between societies and between
making a living and also for living.
life. Though it varies greatly
cultures. She should understand the
The two goals are so interrelated that
in intensity and expression, few
evolution and force of fashion in a
they cannot be separated. We must
could deny that it is one of life's
culture. Change is inevitable, and
make our teaching consistent with
fundamentals. Yet, curiously enough,
there is a relationship
between
both. Never has the need for the right
most people also make an essentially
changes in dress and other changes
kind of Home Economics education
superficial approach to this ever-recurringin society—changes in economy, in
been so great. W e live in a period
topic, as though a feeling of
social life, in education.
when the importance of material
being engaged in the trivial were inseparable
things has been over-emphasized, a
Scientific Aspect
from it." 1
period when human relations is forgotten
Study is necessary to understand
One of the basic human essentials,
.
Technical "know-how"
is
chemical and physical properties of
the
need
for
clothing,
is
not
merely
rated high, but responsibility to society
all fibres, both old and new; so that
physical, it is psychological and social.
and to the family is an after
this knowledge can be related to fabrics
Clothing education, therefore, must
thought.
and to application of dyes and
consider all aspects of the problems
Home Economist's first concern is
finishes. The Home Economics student
of satisfying this basic need.
family welfare. It incorporates, for
must keep up with modern
the person interested in the role of
trends and technological changes in
Aesthetic Aspect
woman in the home, the sciences and
the production of fibres and fabrics.
Clothing is an aesthetic expression.
Only a few of the many available
The Home Economics student needs
fibres are in common use for clothing.
to appreciate and appraise the aesthetic
There are many more to come. The
values of clothing and textiles.
Miss Engberg is a
student must become acquainted with
Lecturer in Clothing She needs to understand principles of
sources of scientific information, develop
design through their application to
and
Textiles
a keen interest in continued
clothing, and thereby achieve appropriate
study and research; and be able to
at Macdonald Institute
relate this information to all fields of
. She is currently(1) Hartman, G. S., "Clothing: Personal clothing. A knowledge of the performance
of garments under use and care
Problem and Social Issue"
studying for
has
become
an ever increasing problem.
American
Journal
of
H.Ec.
her Master's Degree at Iowa State
Why should the consumer need
41:295, 1949.
" W e have failed in our interpretation

College.
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to experiment with every garment she
buys?
There is a hygienic problem also—
understanding how to choose clothing
and textiles for physical protection,
safety, comfort and health.

must therefore see ourselves in relation
principles
that will endure. Students are
to the market, and use every effectivebecoming "architects", not "carpenters"
way to help both the consumer
. It is not necessary to become
and the Canadian industry.
technically proficient in all sewing
skills, because these are skills that
In U.S. about one-half of the women
can be learned by reading and
and girls 18 years of age and over
by practising at home.
Dr. Ivol
sew, but only about one-quarter make
Economic Aspects
Spafford, author of "Fundamentals of
appreciable contributions to their
Canadian demand for clothing totalled
Teaching Home Economics" says " N o
wardrobes by sewing. Less than one$1,125 million in 1957. With
list of techniques to be learned as
tenth of the clothing consumed is
the exception of food, no commodity
ends in themselves should be set up by
made at home. Similar conditions
commands as large a share of consumer
the Home Economists. Techniques of
probably exist in Canada.
Should
expenditure. For the future,
greatest worth will depend upon the
there be more emphasis on education
it is estimated that there will be an
needs and interests of the people being
for clothing consumption, and less on
addition of 350,000 persons a year
educated."
garment construction? What standards
through natural increase, leading to
are we using to judge values in
By approaching clothing education
a demand for additional clothing, to
ready-to-wear clothing? What do we
in this manner — discussing several
the value of almost $12 million annually
understand about the relation of the
aspects of the basic problem of satisfying
. Two-thirds of textile endtextiles and clothing industry to
products in Canada goes to the clothing
one of man's inherent needs;
Canada's economy and to its international
market. However, there are problems
we soon recognize its importance. It
relations? What do we know
confronting the textile industry
is no longer a matter of teaching
about conditions of workers, about
to-day which threaten its very ability
girls to sew. It includes education for
tariffs and the struggles of our industry
to survive. It holds approximately
clothing needs of the man as well as
?
only 50% of this country's textile
the woman, of children as well as
business.2 W h y ? The effect of consumer
adults. It takes its place beside the
Technical Aspects
demands on the retailer and
comparable problem of satisfying
The Home Economist must consider
the manufacturer is tremendous. So
man's inherent need for food. It involves
two goals in her approach to the technical
is the act of selection and what it does
the combined efforts of the
aspects of clothing. First, to
to the industry. Home Economists
chemist, the designer, the craftsman,
understand principles of garment construction
have a responsibility here—to understand
the manufacturer and the economist.
and to develop ability to
production, distribution and consumption
apply
them and evaluate
them.
The challenge to today's world has
Every choice a consumer
Second—to select techniques according
placed before us, with the changing
makes is a vote for the product. We
to ability, time, energy and money.
roles of family members, suggests
(2) Manual of the Textile Industry
tremendous new horizons for Home
At the college level, it is necessary
of Canada 1958.
to develop a wide knowledge of prinEconomics.

look to
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STUDENT
Registration day; three freshmen on the doorstep to a college
education.

ACTIVITIES
fall 1958

The Hallowe'en Formal was the first dance to be held on the
spacious floor of the new gymnasium.

The students rehearse for the Union Literary Society Fall
play. A scene from Noel Coward's "Fumed O a k " is shown.
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The Union Parliament Intramural debates; public speaking
ing in practice.
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the Visual Arts Society
Lois Etherington
Art is a part of everyman's life. It
is an integral part—sometimes recognized
, sometimes ignored and sometimes
violently rejected.
In every purchase that we make
whether it is clothing, office furniture,
home furnishing or a new car we
exercise the right to choose, and in
choosing we make a decision as on
color, shape, texture, function and material.
The decision may be intuitive,
subjective in relation to background,
or informed due to previous experience
or training. In any case it is a
creative experience. It is not necessary
to paint a picture, throw a pot,
or make a desk to have a creative
experience. The simple act of looking
at a beautiful object causes a reaction
. It may not be the same reaction
that the artist felt but that is not important
. It is the pleasure that the
viewer receives and his reactions that
are creative.
To simply view the work of others
is not enough for some. The urge to
work with one's hands, and with those
hands to create a beautiful and useful
object is necessary or desirable. This
is an age of a frantic searching on
the part of the many for something
to substitute for the loss of creativity
in daily work. Assembly lines and
mechanization have left many people

Pottery.

L. to R.: Ruth Ritchie, Frances Murray, Margaret Barr, Nan Scott,
Dorinda Curtis.

time. On this campus the student is
with a sense of frustration and purposelessness.
not looking for something to fill his
As a result they seek a
craft which will relieve the frustration time, rather he is trying to find by
trial, the activities most suited to him.
and use up additional leisure
Participation in one activity often eliminates
participation in one or two
others.
Consequently the choices
should be seriously considered as only
a few interests can be pursued during
four years.

Leatherwork. L. to R.: Louise Miller, Joyce Hill, Ian Thomasos, Mary Jane
Youlton, Myrna Risebrough, Mrs. Wheatley (instructress), Faye Parnell.

Winter, 1958

The Visual Arts Society at O.A.C.
offers the student a choice of several
creative experiences. This is comprised
of classes in metal work, leather,
pottery, cabinet making and oil painting
. It is strictly a night class operation
and there is no academic credit
given—only the feeling of achievement
, and yet each year some fifty
students elect to spend 2 hours each
Thursday night learning a craft.
Why? Certainly not in order to fill
time. We can also assume that concern
about the latter years of their
lives and anticipated emptiness does
not bring them out. A possible answer
is that these are people who want to
live a full life. They want to know
(Continued on Page 30)
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The History of Rothamsted
Experimental Station
J. B. FREE
Rothamsted Experimental Station
Following the departure of the obviously a born diplomat. He was
is both the oldest and largest institution Romans, the Saxons inhabited Rothamstedknighted by Charles I in 1641 but
for British Agricultural Research.
fought against the Royalist forces
. In Saxon times Rothamsted
It is located near the small
during the civil war in 1643, entertained
was apparently a small farm and
town of Harpenden, some twenty-five
Oliver Cromwell at Rothamsted,
although no evidence of Saxon buildings
miles north of London, England.
and was a member of Cromwell's
survives today, the name they
Rothamsted was originally a country
first parliament. However, not
gave to the farm has survived,—the
estate, and like many other English
only was he pardoned for his antiSaxon word 'Rochamstede' which is
estates, its known history can be
Royalist activities after the Restoration
usually interpreted as meaning 'the
traced back for several centuries.
but two years later, in 1662, he
rocky homestead*.
The early history of the Rothamsted was created a baronet by Charles II!
EARLY HISTORY
In spite of his considerable activity
farm is vague, but it is definitely
The Romans had an important

settlement in the nearby town of
Verulamium (now called St. Albans)
Rothamsted Manor, the home of Sir John Bennet Lawes, founder of Rothamsted
and at Rothamsted itself, at a site
Experimental Station.
near the present farm buildings, a
small shrine dating from the 2nd
Century A.D., has been excavated.
The shrine was built of flints and apparently
had a statue erected on top
of it facing the East, but it is not
known which particular god was
worshipped there. Surrounding the
shrine is a square flint wall, and
within the enclosure so formed three
Roman burials have been discovered.
Each burial consisted of an urn containing
the bones, originally enclosed
together with various dishes and cups
in a wooden box which had long since
perished, leaving only the nails 'in
situ
The soil at Rothamsted is a heavy
loam derived from clay-with-flints,
and overlies chalk usually about 20
feet deep. The Romans and their successors
practised dressing the land
with chalk which they hauled up
in the government of his country, Sir
known that by 1212 it had already
through shafts, penetrating the clay,
John was always keenly interested in
risen to the status of a Manor house
at the bottom of which were left
the management of his estate and
which was then merely a simple
dome-shaped cavities where the chalk
farms and in agriculture in general,
timber-framed structure built on a
had been dug out. Some of the Rothamsted
particularly so during his later years.
foundation of flints and probably surrounded
fields still contain hollows
This interest was revived some two
by a moat. From this time
which have arisen from the ultimate
onwards there are fairly comprehensive centuries later in his descendant John
collapse of these chalk pits.
records of its growth as successive Bennet Lawes, who became the founder

occupants have added to it. In
Dr. J. B. Free is
the early part of the 17th century the
a member of the
Manor fell into neglect and was first
Bee
Department,
Rothamsted Agriculturalmortgaged and then sold outright. Its
new owner, Sir John Wittewronge,
Experiment
was responsible for numerous alterations
Station, Harpenden
and renovations between 1639
, England.
and 1680 which resulted in the general
At present, he has
appearance of the house as it is
a National Research
today.
Council postdoctoral fellowship
Sir John Wittewronge was obin the Apiculture Department, O.A.C.
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of
Station.

Rothamsted

Experimental

L A W E S AND THE
SUPERPHOSPHATE INDUSTRY

Sir John Bennet Lawes was born at
Rothamsted in 1814. When he was
but seven years old his father died
and he went to reside with his mother
at Rothamsted Lodge, the Manor
house being let meanwhile to help
tide the family over their financial
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Fields. A particular farm crop was
assigned to each field and was grown
continuously on it; the fields were
divided into a number of plots receiving
different manurial treatments,
which remained unchanged for year
after year.
From the very first Lawes and Gilbert
became involved in a controversy
with the renowned German chemist
Liebig at whose laboratory at Giessen
Gilbert had obtained his Ph.D. Degree.
In his famous book on agricultural
chemistry published in 1840,
Liebeg put forward what were then
revolutionary ideas. It had previously
been supposed that humus was the
source of carbon for plants, but Liebig
maintained that the carbon required
by plants came from the carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere and
therefore need not be supplied as a
fertilizer. However, he believed that
Broadbalk Field, on which wheat has been grown continuously since 1943.
plants likewise obtained all the nitrogen
those times it was unheard of for a
difficulties. Lawes received the typical
they needed from ammonia in the
gentleman born and bred to go to
education of the gentry of his
air and so did not require nitrogen
trade—especially when the trade concernedto be supplied as a fertilizer either.
day, going first to Eton and then to
involved a manure factory!
Oxford which he left in 1834 without
Lawes and Gilbert strongly disagreed
Despite much criticism he carried out
taking a degree. He then proceeded
with Liebig's hypothesis in regard
his intentions but owing to the heavy
to occupy the Manor again and
to nitrogen and firmly believed
initial expenditure involved he was
take up the management of his home
that nitrogen must be provided as a
once more forced to let the Manor
farm.
manure, the atmospheric supplies
house and live elsewhere for the next
Whilst at Eton and Oxford Lawes
being quite inadequate. This controversy
four years at the end of which time
had somehow acquired a taste for
provided a strong impetus to
the business was well established.
chemistry and one of his first acts
much of their work and was responsible
Lawes used bone ash as his first
on coming down from Oxford was to
for the way in which their
raw material and the superphosphate
have one of the best bedrooms of the
field experiments were laid out. There
he produced sold at £7 a ton. Later
Manor converted into a chemical
were two general designs: the long
mineral phosphates became more
laboratory—much to his mother's
strips as used for wheat and grass
readily available and he used them
despair. However, it was not until
fields and the cross-dressed strips as
as his raw material. It is from this
about three years later that he began
used in fields of barley, swedes,
humble beginning that the great artificial mangolds, and potatoes. In every case
to apply his knowledge of chemistry
to agriculture. His first experiments
fertiliser industry as we know
the different plots received one or
were with drugs and he grew many
it today has developed.
other of the following general treatments
medical plants on his farm.
THE PARTNERSHIP OF L A W E S
: no manure, nitrogen only,
AND GILBERT
In those days it was known that
minerals only, nitrogen and minerals,
bones were valuable as fertilizers on
The success of his work with superphosphate
and farmyard manure. The results of
some farms but not on others, including
did not satisfy Lawes
all the experiments showed the vital
Rothamsted. Lawes mentioned in
scientific curiosity and he continued
need of the crops concerned for
a letter that he had spent a good deal
experiments on the effects of various
abundant supplies of nitrogen and the
of money on them but without success. substances on plant growth. He was
need for the minerals in order to
joined in his endeavours in 1843 by
His attention having been
obtain its maximum effectiveness.
a chemist, Dr. Joseph Henry Gilbert,
directed anew to this problem by
Many of these Classical experiments
Lord Dacre, a neighbouring landowner who was then 26 years old. The two
are still being continued today
men were destined to work together
, Lawes treated bones, burnt
and
provide
an unrivaled series of
for the next 57 years and to put
bones and mineral phosphates with
agricultural science on a solid foundation demonstration plots. The most renowned
sulphuric acid which had the effect
experiment is probably that
of converting the calcium phosphate
.
on
the
Broadbalk Wheat Field
they contained into what was then
With Gilbert's arrival the experimental
where treatments started in 1843.
known as superphosphate of lime. He
work on superphosphate came
Broadbalk field was and still is
tested the effects of the superphosphate to an end, and indeed Gilbert rarely
even visited the superphosphate factory divided into 17 long plots, each of V2
on plant growth, first on plants
acre, which run the full length of the
. Instead, there was immediately
grown in pots and then on plants in
the field, and found that very beneficial begun a series of systematic experiments field, the plots being separated from
designed to study the relationships each other by fallow paths. Each
results were obtained, especially
year, each plot receives its appropriate
between the growth and composition
in the case of turnips.
manurial treatment which is
of farm crops and the
His success in this venture led
one of a number of combinations of
various mineral and organic substancescompounds of phosphorous, potassium,
Lawes to take out a patent for the
present in the soil. The fields
manufacture of superphosphate and
sodium, and magnesium, toin 1842 he started a factory in London on which these experiments were conducted
(Continued on Page 28)
are now known as the Classical
for this purpose, although in
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W h a t and W h y - R.C.U.S.?
regional

Conference

By M A R I L Y N GREER & ROSS ROWAT
spirited evening. A dance on Saturday
Organizing for Efficiency", "Regulatory
banquet in the cafeteria on Saturday
Policy: How Much and by
night, following the banquet, brought
evening. The nine visiting universities
Whom
"Spotlight
on
Sports",
everyone together once more in a relaxed
and colleges — McMaster, Ryerson,
""College Publications:
Is There a
Waterloo, Carleton, Assumption, Macdonald,
atmosphere with food and music.
Yardstick of Success
How did such
The programme at the banquet
Sir George Williams, Wayne
topics come into existence and why?
tables included an address by Dean
State, and Toronto — were equally
In the spring of 1958 Dave Stager
Armstrong of McMaster who drew
enthusiastic, and pleased with the opportunity
of O.A.C. '59 presented Union Council
from his experience and visits to
such a conference offered
with a proposal to investigate possible for interchange of ideas for contacting
many universities on this continent
membership into the National
and in Europe to show the delegates
the peers of student government.
Federation of Canadian University
other ways to greater student participation
In the last general meeting on
Students (N.F.C.U.S.) and introduced
in administration through a
Saturday afternoon, a proposal was
the idea of a regional conference to
better and more understanding relationship
put forward by a McMaster delegate
discuss common problems confronting
with the college administration.
to meet in a similar conference again
student administrative bodies of universities
"The students," he stated, "must
next year and the possibility of handing
and colleges. Larry Delver
prepare themselves to accept greater
this annual regional meeting to
of O.V.C. '61 from Union Council
responsibility
if they are to participate
N.F.C.U.S. association was discussed.
joined Dave in the effort, and the
further in administration." Ian
This was concrete evidence that the
resulting conference took place on
Fraser, the president of the Legislative
sixty-five (approximately) delegates
Friday and Saturday, October 24 and
Executive from Waterloo College
look forward to a similar gathering
25, with a closing word given by
favored the group, on request,
and consequently enjoyed the first.
Padre Young Sunday morning at the
with a piano selection from Bach,
chapel service when he spoke on
The attractions of the social programme
which was most enjoyable and fitting
"What the Councils Cannot Do". In
organized by Anna Jean
dinner music.
effect, the padre pointed out that the
MacMillan of Mac '60 were anticipated
Another programme highlight was
councils could create the environment,
by all. A recreational evening of
the buffet supper prepared and served
but that the individual must provide
swimming, badminton, ping-pong, etc.
by the Food Administration option
the initiative effort for the most constructive
in the Physical Education Building
of fourth year Macdonald Institute
was followed by a snack and chatter
outcome with whatever
students on Friday. The Macdonald
time which spontaneously broke into
-strength they could call upon.
Hall Common Room was a colorful
a sing-song session with a Ryerson
The success of this conference was
scene with small tables decked in
delegate strumming the accompaniment; cloths of fall colours and bronze
immeasurable
and
congratulations
Sally Haydon was encouraged
and enthusiasm were expressed by Dr.
flowers. Following this buffet supper
to be an example of Carleton College
McCready of Macdonald Institute, Dr.
Friday evening a most impressive
talent when she rendered a solo—
Milne of Ontario Veterinary College,
speaker and admirable man addressed
"Far Away Places"—and riotous college the gathering in Massey Hall. Although
and Dr. MacLachlan of Ontario Agricultural
songs and cheers concluded a
College at the closing bana rather small audience of
students and faculty were present,
Mr. Herbert Mowat of Toronto from
the United Nations Association expounded
his great knowledge of the
U.N. role in promoting world peace.
The audience were amazed at Mr.
Mowat's familiarity with such men
as General Burns ("Ralph") and
leading men of many countries. Formerly
, nations at odds either gave in,
one to another or fought; now the
United Nations is a struggle without
bloodshed if the ultimate can be attained
. The position of the United
States in the security picture was outlined
and clarified. Mr. Mowat commented,
"The United States refrained
from entering the world wars until
the crisis. They have not asked for
the responsibility of holding the reign
A group of Student Delegates at the Conference. Left to right are: Ian
of world security, but it has been
Fraser, Waterloo College; Allan Maltman, Carleton College; Sally Hayden,
dragged to their feet." In conclusion,
Carleton College; Virginia DeRoma, Assumption University; Ross Graham,
Mr. Mowat expressed the belief that,
O.A.C.; Chas. Miller, Assumption
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as with any infant, we can expect and
hope that the U.N. will grow to fulfil
its place, and spread its influence over
all the world.
Such an elevated theme as that of
Mr. Mowat, however, only served to
help the delegates realize that their
responsibility on students' councils,
seemingly small compared to the
U.N., was, nonetheless, an immense
job and that their contribution on the
college level was required for the
present, and as an experience in
learning for later responsibilities.
Some of the topics discussed and a
few findings are listed here:
ORGANIZING FOR EFFICIENCY
Financial Control—Should there be
a central treasury or should each club
have an allotment of money to work
with?
Elections—Should student government
heads be elected by campus wide
vote or by the elected representatives
to council? It depends on the size of
the campus—on a large campus the
latter is more desirable. Financing of
elections and yearly change of officers
were also discussed.

sweaters, etc. for participation in student
something
of the "good" things that happen
on campus rather than leaving
activities necessary or desirable ?
the press to present stories of vandalism.
It was claimed that these awards encourage
The first move in improving
participation. Others stated
public relations is a student responsibility
that participation could be more effectively
.
encouraged by the enthusiasm
of the leaders of the activity
involved. MacDonald delegation suggested REGULATING POLICY

Dress Regulations—Waterloo felt
that each club should be formed
more was desirable, McMaster—some
anew each year—that a club should
desirable and faculty regulated, Macdonald
not exist just because it existed last
—some desirable and student
year and that medals should be
awarded only for service to the campus regulated.
and only in the graduating year
Extra curricular activities—must be
—the idea of rewards rather than
regulated by student agencies both as
awards. Assumption s t a t e d that
to number and timing. The main emphasis
awards encouraged the fallacious
in this would be on activities
thinking that every activity in life
affecting all the students on a campus
would bring a pat on the back.
rather than specific groups.
Public Relations—Problems of public
Initiation—was discussed mainly in
relations exist on the campus, between terms of hazing or no hazing.. The
universities, and between the
supporters of hazing threw out the
university and the town in which it
challenge—what do you offer to replace
is located. Carleton cited as excellent
it ? Why should the faculty curtail
example of college city relations. As
initiation programs ? Some rather
part of their initiation program the
startling opinions were expressed.
freshmen assist with the Red Feather
"Initiation is essential to college
campaign.
spirit", Mac OA-VC agreed. Waterloo
It was felt that each student council
felt no initiation did not make them
Constitutions—An exchange of constitutions should have a public relations officer, a dispirited group whereas Carleton
to encourage publicity of campus have orientation for the first week
will be arranged, to spread
events, to encourage exchange of
ideas on possible forms for writing
and initiation two weeks later and are
information between universities, and
constitutions.
to present to the local press some(Continued on Page 30)
Awards—Are awards of
rings,

CEILIDH
K A Y - L E E
BonnieScotsmenatHomecomingremindingyouthatConversat'59istobe
held intheNewPhysicalEducationBuilding-February6,1959

Tickets $6.00 couple—Money orders will be filled by
Tom Sanderson; Box 284; O.V.C.
Winter, 1958
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HOMECOMING
SAT.,

OCT. 18,

WEEKEND
1959
The Majorettes parade in front of the main campus.

The Triple Link Band marches up College Hill.

The 1958 cheerleading squad did a fine job directing the crowd and urging the
team on to victory.
Another of the colourful entries in the float parade.
OAC '59 suggests that Ottawa be "knocked into outer
space".

The winning float by OAC '62 depicts old and new model
sports cars with corresponding dress.
The Redmen halt an advancing Ottawa ball carrier. The Redmen blanked Ottawa
45-0 to chalk up another win in a very successful season.
Spectators watch the game from the bank at one side of
the new football field.

The colourful Guelph Highland Band marched at half
time. The banner announces Conversat '59.

Alumni In The News
Government
Baghdad, Iraq. A f t e r
John H. Hare ('43) is with the
Alexander Malcolm
Shaw in('10)
graduation, he was an agricultural
Agricultural Research Centre of the
special adviser to the Agricultural
representative in Vermont, U.S.A.,
Chas. Pfizer Company as head of the
Stabilization Board, retired f r o m
and a f t e r w a r d became a United
Development Department.
Government Service, in June 1958. An
States senator before going to Iraq.
outstanding Canadian Agriculturist,
T. D. Wallace ('43) has been made
his career spanned nearly half a century
Col. R. J. McPherson ('31) is stationed Vice Principal of the Pelham District
, and included many key positions
High School.
with the Canada Department of
at Bremen, Germany, as Embarkation
Agriculture, including director of the
Officer for the InterDon Hamilton ('49) who has been
Marketing Services, chairman of the
Governmental Committee for Immigration.
associate
professor of Horticulture at
Agricultural Prices Support Board.
This committee is composed
the
O.A.C.
has moved to Florida
During World W a r II, he was chairman
of the representatives of 27 countries,
where
he
will
be engaged in Commercial
of the Agricultural Supplies
and its function is to assist those who
Floriculture.
Board, the Special Products Board,
are unable to immigrate through the
the Agricultural Food Board, and a
normal channels, such as refugees
Donald W. Jose ('49) has been appointed
member of several other important
and displaced persons. Following distinguished
Agricultural Agent with the
commissions.
service in World W a r II,
Canadian National Railways. Since
Col. McPherson was in the occupation
1955 he has been livestock editor of
Murray Smith ('ISA) works manager
army in Germany, acting as food and
the F a r m e r s Magazine.
of the Agricultural Chemicals
Agriculture officer f o r Westphalia
Division of C.I.L. at Chatham, retired
province, and later worked with the
Robert G. (Bob) Brooks ('51) has
in September a f t e r 33 years service.
Intergovernment Refugee Committee
been
appointed manager of the Atlantic
Mr. Smith has a splendid record of
in Australia, Yugoslavia and other
Sales Office of the Dow Chemical
Community Service in Chatham, and
countries. He called at the Alumni
Company of Canada, with headquarters
has been prominent in many community
Office on Sept. 11, while on a short
of the company's sales services
enterprises throughout the
holiday.
in
the
Maritime provinces.
years.
Robert K. Gillan ('35) has been appointed Murray G. Dewart ('51) has been
Harold R. Hare ('14) has been requested
supervisor of grading, Dairy
appointed to t h e Agricultural Sales
by the Food and Agriculture
Products Division, Marketing Service,
Division of Dow Chemical Co. of Canada
Organization of the United Nations
Canada Dept. of Agriculture.
in charge of Animal Health
to direct an agricultural economic
Products. Previous to this appointment
program in Brazil. He is the author
W. L. (Les) Allen, ('36) has joined
he was in charge of feed sales
of the standard text book, " F a r m
the Ottawa Headquarters staff of the
for the Dewart Milling Company of
Business Management", and was f a r m
Livestock Branch of the Marketing
Peterborough.
advisor f o r the U.N. in Baghdad in
Service as Agricultural Marketing
1952 and 1953. He retired as SuperintendentOfficer 2. For the past thirteen years
Clarence B. (Brad) Schneller 053)
of F a r m Developments in
he has been Livestock
Products
has been appointed assistant agricultural
Canada f o r the Veterans Land Act in
Grader-in-charge at the F i r s t Co-operative
representative
in
Lambton
1954, and has been living in Whitby.
Packing Company in Barrie,
County.
Ontario.
Dr. O. M. McConkey ('17) formerly
Morris Freeman 055) has recently
of the Field Husbandry Dept. at the
Richard Thomas Allman ('36) was
been appointed Assistant Agricultural
O.A.C. has been named chairman of
elected f i r s t president of the newly
Representative in Wentworth County.
the World Commission on Soil and
formed Canadian Fertilizer Association.
He was formerly assistant in Victoria
Water Conservation at its recent
He is president of the Bradford
County.
meeting in Athens, Greece.
Fertilizer and Chemical Co. In 1947
Norman W. Tape 055) has accepted
George Patchett (1916-18) was appointedhe served with U.N.N.R.A. in China
a position was Buckman Laboratories
Dairy Commissioner f o r British
and Greece, and was later a member
of Canada as Field Microbiologist
Columbia on September 1, 1958,
of a panel of experts that developed
in the Ottawa-Montreal area.
the F.A.O. —U.N.I.C.E.F. Milk Conservation
succeeding F. C. Wasson ('22). He
He recently received his Ph.D. f r o m
has been senior Dairy Inspector since
Project in Europe. In 1952,
Rutgers University, New Jersey, in
1948.
he was chief of the U.N.I.C.E.F.
plant pathology.
Mission to Chile.
F. C. Wasson ('22) Dairy Commissioner
for the B.C. Department of
J. K. Riddell ('57) has been appointed
A. M. Cuddy ('42) of Strathroy,
Agriculture has retired a f t e r thirtylivestock representative with
operates the largest turkey hatchery
five years of service in the Department. in Ontario. Last year he incubated
the Animal Industry Branch of the
Born in Queens County, New
Saskatchewan Dept. of Agriculture.
up to 20,000 eggs twice a week.
Brunswick, Mr. Wasson had a distinguished
His headquarters are in Regina.
career, and has contributed
Arthur William McArton 037) has
Malcolm (Mac) Bolton ('58) has
in no small way to the development
been appointed Agricultural Agent,
been
appointed Assistant Agricultural
of B.C.'s dairy industry. Mr. and
Eastern Region Dept. of Immigration
Representative in Grey County.
Mrs. Wasson will be living in the
and Agricultural Development, Canadian
Okanagan Valley.
John Wiley ('58) has been appointed
Pacific Railway, in Toronto. He
Secretary of the Western F a i r
Gordon Loveless ('31) is the Agricultural was formerly Superintendent of the
Association.
Department at Calgary.
Attache for the American
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"Years" who are now graduates. We
do not want to "horn in" on the activities,
but if the Secretary can be
advised of the dates, etc., this would
be helpful. Reunions serve as an excellent
media in promoting the interests
graduates are interested in a get-together,
It has been said that the strength
of the Association and the Class
the Secretary will supply the
of a College or University lies within
Executives could assist in this respect.
same service. "Year" Executives who
the ranks of its Alumni.
want a mailing service for purposes
This year's Board of Directors have
of Reunions will be assisted in a
recognized this feature and are issuing
similar manner. In this case addressograph
a challenge to all graduates of
plates will be made from corrected
O.A.C. to become part of a stronger
Class Lists which will be retained
and more effective Alumni Association.
by the Secretary for future
use. A slight initial charge will be
At the present time the main contribution
from the Alumni to the students made to "Year" Executives to cover
cost of materials when they request
at the College is an annual
this assistance.
scholarship of $150.00. A diligent
search failed to reveal any other significant ALUMNI BOARD ROOM
The O.A.C. Alumni Board Room,
accomplishment.
which will represent a Memorial to
The Board of Directors know where
Archie Porter, will be established in
they can help but are handicapped
the Administration Building and will
by lack of finances and a seemingly
be officially opened at the June Reunion
lack of interest. Some of the features
. Memorial Funds of approximately
in which a strong Alumni Association
$1,000.00 are being used to
could assist are being studied and
provide furnishings appropriate for
will be reported on at the Annual
the purpose. The Board Room will be
meeting in June, 1959. These include:
available for use by the Alumni, Students
—The fostering of greater Alumni
and others, and will serve to
interest on the campus.
Bob Pawley, President of the
keep the Alumni Association alive in
—The standards of agricultural
Alumni Association
education and the financial aspects the minds of all who use the room.
WINTER FAIR DANCE
of this education.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES
Years '57 and '58 organized the Annual
—A long term Alumni policy to ensure
There are some interesting developments
Dance during the Royal Winter
continuity of effort.
shaping up and it is hoped that
Fair. This shows active assistance
ALUMNI B R A N C H E S O.A.C. Graduates will make a special
from
the
recent
graduates
and
their
GET-TOGETHER
note of the following remarks:
efforts are appreciated. A decision
The Secretary has issued statistics
"ALUMNI BONSPIEL"
dealing with membership and our efforts will be made if this function will be
Some devoted fans of the broom
perpetuated, and by whom.
this year will strive at increasing
and
stone insisted that a Bonspiel
REUNIONS, ETC.
the number of paid-up members
be held in the new Physical Educa
The Board of Directors are anxious
and promoting organizational contact
to become better known to the various
(Continued on Page 20)
throughout the Country.
The Directors of the Association
have been encouraged to attempt the
organization of a Branch wherever
this may appear possible. It seems
to me that all graduates would welcome
an annual get-together, possibly
centred around some special function
that is being held in their area. Such
a get-together may consist of a meeting,
a game of golf or some other
form of recreation. If this were done
it would provide a nucleus of graduates
who could be called upon for expression
Increase Farm Profits!
of opinion on matters dealing
with the College or the Alumni.
An organizational contact of this nature
If you are interested in learning how the B
together with increased paid-up
of M helps thousands of Canadian farmers by
membership, is vital to the future effectiveness
TO 2 MILLION CANADIAN
lending them ready cash for this and many
of the voice of the graduates.
other farm and home improvements, ask or
write for our folder "Quiz for a Go-Ahead
SPECIAL SERVICE
Farmer".
The Directors in each area will have
lists of graduates and notices for
B A N K : OF M O N T R E A L
meetings mailed out upon request, by
our Secretary at the College.
If there is no official of the Association WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF LIFE SINCE 1 8 1 7
represented in an area and

THE PRESIDENT OF THE
ALUMNI REPORTS:

Modern farm buildings

my BANK

nqiii
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marriages

PRESIDENT REPORTS

have asked the Alumni Association
(Continued from Page 19)
for financial assistance so that
tion Building. This request was approved worthy students may be attracted
to Agriculture. The competition
James Ian McAllister ('55) and
by the President of the College
from other Universities, by providing
Shirley Doreen Patterson of Clinton,
and mark Saturday, March
21st, 1959, as the date for the first
were married on August 23rd. They
assistance of this nature, is being
known Alumni Bonspiel.
will reside on the farm at Hillsgreen,
felt and there is a strong feeling
In order to foster good relations
in Huron County.
many potentially good men are
and providing there is sufficient
Glenn Edward McCann ('55) and
being lost.
space available, it is anticipated
Sandra Joy Goodwin (Mac '54 Dip)
The Directors of the Association
students and staff at the College
were married on August 16, at Picton.
have established a strong Committee
will be invited to participate. This
to study this matter and a full
George Robert Barr ('57) and Margaret
occasion will be followed by a dinner report will be submitted to the
Ellen MacDonald (Mac '58)
Annual Meeting in June, 1959. If
on the Campus.
were married October 11, 1958, at
the Committee deem it advisable
If you can make up a team in your
Molesworth.
to pursue this request for the establishment
town, composed of graduates, then
James Gary Hutchinson ('58) and
send in the names to John Eccles,
of a Fund, authority
Lorna Mae Hughes were married
Alumni Secretary, O.A.C. Individuals
will be sought from the Association
October 11, 1958, in Palmerston.
who wish to participate will
members next June.
William Edgar Inniss ('58) and
also send in their names without
There is a total paid-up Association
Sheila Ellen Isabelle Stewart (Mac
delay and separate teams will be
membership of 1,400 at the
'54 Dip) were married August 30,
made up from this group. Further
present time. The total potential
1958, in Fergus.
information will be mailed to those
membership is nearly 5,000. It is
o
participating.
hoped that 1,000 more graduates
will lend support to their Association
O.A.C. SCHOLARSHIP FUND
by paying the two dollar fees
The Alumni of O.A.C. are trailing
to the Alumni Secretary at the Ontario
behind other universities in the establishment
Agricultural College.
of a Fund for scholarships,
George S. Henry (1896-97) former
bursaries, etc.
Certain
premier of Ontario, and master farmer
Mansell Chapman 045) agricultural
"Years"
have
done
something
and business man, died at his Todmodren
teacher at the Orillia District High
about this situation, but the effort
home near Toronto on Sept.
School, took a canoe trip down the
of others has been spread too thinly
2, 1958, in his 88th year. Shortly
Mattagami River to James Bay with
.
after his graduation, he bought the
two companions, a distance of 225
Dr. MacLachlan and members of
farm on which he lived until his
miles.
the O.A.C. Advisory Committee
death. He founded the Farmer's Dairy
in Toronto, and was its president for
many years. First elected to York
Township Council in 1903, he was
11 The first farmer was the first
warden of York County in 1909. He
man, and all historic nobility
entered the Ontario Legislature in
rests on possession and use of
1913, and held his seat without defeat
land
EMERSON
for 30 years. He was minister of
Agriculture during the first World
War, and became Premier of the
province in 1930.

DEATHS

Yes

agriculture is the most
ancient occupation of man . . .
its progress and improvement
having helped the healthy growth
of our Canadian nation.

EATON'S
has shared in Canada's growth . . . serving Canadians
with best all-round values in home and family needs.
Let your nearest
EATON'S Order Office
help you to easier shopping.
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George S. Henry will be long remembered
as one of the strongest
supporters of Agriculture in the province
; a man of great vision, with the
ability to translate his ideals into
realities.
He is survived by his son, George
W. Henry (1924-25 in Associate
Course) of Todmorden, and a daughter,
Mrs. Clarke Locke. A grandson
George Henry is a graduate of year
'52.
J*,
George Ford McGrath ('07) of
Eastons Corners, passed away on
August 1, 1958. For many years he
was the herdsman at the Ontario
Hospital Farm at Brockville, and
more recently operated a farm machinery
business at Eastons Corners.
Since 1948 he has been the assessor
for Wolford Township.
L. G. Heimpel (*18) former professor
and for 31 years head of the Dept.
of Agricultural Engineering at Macdonald
College passed away at his

O.A.C. Review and Alumni News

DEATHS
(Continued from Page 20)
home in Whitby in September 1958,
at the age of 67. Prof. Heimpel had
a distinguished career as a teacher,
lecturer and researcher in improved
methods of mechanized agriculture.
He was the first Canadian to serve
as president of the North Eastern
Section of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers, and was well
known throughout rural Canada for
his ideas and designs for farm equipment
in the Family Herald. He retired
in 1952 and has been living in Whitby,
Ontario. Surviving are his wife, two
sons, Earl of North Bay, and Dr. A.
M. Heimpel of Sault Ste. Marie, and
a daughter Mrs. J. C. Halton of Lindsay.

R.C.A.F. during the war, and was
with the Dept. of Agriculture before
going into business in Carleton Place.
He is survived by his wife and two
children aged 6 and 4.
Mrs. Ralph Farley (Beth Duncan
'54) died suddenly at her home in
Guelph on August 26th. Her husband
Ralph is also a member of Year '54.
After graduation, Beth was assistant
in the O.A.C. Chemistry Department.
Donald James Campbell ('56A)
passed away at his home in Pinkerton
on August 29, 1958. In March of this
year he suffered a serious accident
which resulted in a brain tumour. He

J. Russell Sirrs (1917-19) passed
away at his home in Toronto in October
as a result of a heart attack. He
was commercial tire sales supervisor
with the Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Co. During World War II, he served
with the Dept. of Munitions and Supply
in Ottawa.
Warren J. McNiven ('MA.) of Nelson
Township died on July 24, after
suffering a heart attack. He was
prominent in municipal life and was
a member of the Township Council.
He operated a farm in the district for
many years. He is survived by his
wife, and his son, Kirk.
Reginald M. Ullett ('48) died on
Oct. 16, following a shooting accident.
He was a well known garage operator
in Carleton Place. Reg served in the

STUDENT

was employed as herdsman at the
O.A.C. Beef Barn.
Thomas Easton ('57A) died in September
after being injured in an automobile
accident. One of the most
popular young farmers in the district,
Tom had started a fine herd of pure
bred shorthorns, and was a 4-H Club
leader. His funeral was largely attended
by Junior Farmers, 4-H Club
officials,
and his former associates
at the O.A.C. The address was given
by O.A.C. Padre W. A. Young.
Sherwin Watt ( , 57A) was killed on
September 30, when his car collided
with a truck near Simcoe.

"I know . . .
next time I'll
ship it in an
H&D corrugated
box."

EXCHANGE

(Continued from Page 7)
months the field is grazed by sheep
and a grass running track marked
out for track events. During the summer
term cricket is played on the
lawn in front of the College and two
tennis courts are available. Unfortunately
these summer sports are fine
weather sports so that in wet years,
and most years are wet in England,
the fixture list is often severely curtailed
.
As the English member of this
first student exchange, I certainly
feel privileged and honoured. The experience
and knowledge I acquire here
will help me greatly in understanding
and appreciating the problems of Canadian
agriculture and applying your
solutions and techniques to some of
our own problems.
Ed. Note: Chris Greenhous' Canadian
counterpart, Dave Brubacher, is now
studying at the Harper Adams Agricultural
College in England. His experiences
and impressions will be
published in the next issue of the
Review.
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NEWS

freshettes fall tea
Gordon, Mrs. J. D. McConachie, Mrs. H.
Pettit, Mrs. J. W. Pennington, and
Mrs. R. D. Fowke.
A brilliant arrangement of red and
Mrs. G. H. Garrard and Mrs. J. R.
yellow gladioli graced the tea table
at Community House, Wednesday, October Cavers were tea hostesses.

37—Alice and Jack Dearing (Alice
Howell 37) announce the birth of
their first born, a son, Daryl McNally,
eighth, when members
of
on May 12, at the General Hospital.
Guelph Branch of Macdonald Institute
53—Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dashner,
Alumnae held afternoon tea f o r freshmen
(Beverly Duff 53) announce the birth
students of Macdonald Institute,
of their daughter, Elaine.
O.A.C. and O.V.C.
53—Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dahan (Carol
Maguire 53) have a daughter Ellen,
The centerpiece was flanked by
Mac '35 in planning its twenty-fifth
born in October 57. They have moved
sparkling silver candelabra and tea
anniversary in 1960 looks forward to
services.
offering a Prize or Award to a Macdonald from England and are now in LeTrait,
Mrs. H. Pettipiere convened the
Institute Degree Course student France.
53—Mr. and Mrs. J. Edmunds (Lorraine
tea assisted by Mrs. C. Switzer.
in 1960.
Harding 53) are mighty proud
The students, members of the
They prefer that this student will
Alumnae and guests were received by
be the daughter of a Macdonald Institute to announce the arrival of their
chosen daughter, Laurie.
Mrs. D. N. Huntley, president; Dr. M.
graduate; the student must be
McCready, president of Mac Institute;
making a contribution in both academic 53—Mr. and Mrs. M. Coutts (Kathy
Pringle) are the proud parents of a
Mrs. Alfred D. Hales, member and
and extra-curricular work; the
little girl, Anne Coutts.
wife of South Wellington's MP and
student may be in any year of the
54—Mr. and Mrs. David Finlay (Beverly
Mrs. Trevor L. Jones, wife of the
Degree Course at this stage, but this
Black 54) have a daughter.
OVC president. Mrs. J. D. MacLachlan,
stipulation may be changed before
54—Miss Sheila Stewart of Fergus
wife of OAC president, and Mrs.
1960; also, the student may or may
was married to Mr. Bill Inniss (OAC
C. D. Graham, wife of the deputy
not have a particular financial need.
'58) on August 30th in Melville United
minister of agriculture were unable to
Macdonald Institute welcomes such
Church. Sheila and Bill will live
attend.
a gift f o r one of its students in the
on the campus.
year of the Mac '35 celebration of its
Mrs. N. J. Thomas and Miss Mary
56—Miss Jean Steckle has moved
E. Singer of Macdonald Institute presided quarter century after graduation. The
from Newfoundland to a castle, no
executive of Mac '35 hopes f o r further
at the tea table.
less, in Ghana about one hundred
contributions to this Award Fund
Among the one hundred and f i f t y
during the year! Comments and donations miles f r o m Accra the capital.
guests were girls from distant points
Jean will help to organize extension
should be sent to one of the year
in Ontario, Saskatchewan, Quebec and
work in home economics in the
executive,
the West Indies. Guests were served
newly independent African nation and
Mrs. A. L. Thompson, 116 Forest
by Mrs. A. Peppin, Mrs. S. Springer,
the 14th century castle will be her
St. W., Dunnville, Ontario.
Mrs. C. Kelly, Miss Lila Cockburn,
headquarters. The work is under the
Miss Mary Parker, Miss Wyn Yeates,
Mrs. J. McDougall, 151 Brant Ave.,
supervision of the Food and Agricultural
Miss Doris Cosford, Mrs. W. M. GorBrantford, Ontario.
Organization of the United
Nations.
Jean will train her own workers
and supervise them in rural areas.
She will also teach nutrition and child
care, and advise on food hygiene. We
hope to have news from Jean soon.
56—Miss Barbara Morwick was united
in marriage with Mr. William Burton
Tate in Chalmers United Church.
Rev. D. G. Paton performed the ceremony
. Barbara's reception was held
at Community House on the campus,
and among the guests were Marg.
Mclntyre, Cynthia Allison, Mrs. Earl
Muir (Sheila P a f f ) Mrs. Gord. Monor
(Ruth J e f f r e y ) Mrs. M. Mills (Jackie
Hinton).

Welcome gift to

Macdonald

Left to Right: Miss Doris Baskerville, Sandra Simpson, Leamington; Pat Everest
Port Credit; Nancy West, Burlington, and Anna Deagle, Barrie.
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57—Miss Gwen Cunningham and Mr.
Ewart Brundrett were united in marriage
on June 21 at the First United
Church, St. Catharines.
57—Miss Sally Lytle and Mr. Ronald
N. Maynard of O.A.C. were united in
marriage on June 7th in Port Nelson
United
Church, Burlington.
Sally
since graduation has been on the staff
(Continued on Page 23)
O.A.C.
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Mac Woman Enters Men's Wo
And Machines
'34—Margaret Dunseith has entered
the world of men and machines. Margaret
became Canada's first woman
air traffic controller on August 28th,
1952, and only five other women have
managed to invade this male stronghold.

victims under way just a few miles
radioed "trouble." Two pilots were
from her tower. She plugged in her
aboard. One was a personal friend of
radio receiver and learned that telephone Marg says today. " A f t e r seven years,
lines were down between Toronto familiarize his companion with the
controls.
and Malton airport and traffic
was at a standstill. Air travel, doubly
" I felt sick," Marg remembers, "but
important in the emergency was at a
I called f o r the crash equipment and
standstill too until a shuttle could get
cleared the runways. By that time I
Margaret has now survived five
going between Malton and the island.
could see that they were not going to
years as air traffic police woman at
Marg, the only controller on duty,
make it. They came down less than a
Toronto Island airport, a small but
kept up a steady pace. DC3s landed,
mile away, tearing out telephone wires
busy field built on reclaimed harbour
unloaded, reloaded, and demanded
and powerlines. Then the plane went
land, just 20 minutes by car and ferry
clearance f r o m her. Telephone messages up in flames."
from the city's downtown district. She
takes turns with four men clearing
finally came in f o r Malton and
For the next two hours Marg was
and landing planes and guarding the
she radioed them out. She radioed and
on the telephone calling doctors, firemen
movements of any man or machine
summoned water taxi to get the
and police. Transport officials
moving on the two runways and two
people out and even got hotel accommodations
had to be notified. She notified the
taxi strips squaring out before her
telephone company that the wires
f o r many. Dashing from
glass tower. During those five years
telephone to radio she was barely conscious were down and the electric power
she has seen the traffic increase 50
authorities. When she learned both
of the officials and anxious
per cent until, one day early this year
boys had been instantly killed she
pilots that jammed her tower.
the field boasted 912 landings and
phoned some friends. Six hours later
The Way
takeoffs—one every 37 seconds.
when she finished her work she went
Marg entered this previously allhome and collapsed.
ALL RECORDED
male profession of air traffic control
Her experience in this emergency
A tape machine records everything
by a long circuitous route. She took
entitled her to the first air controller's
she says, and can accuse her later if
the first step in this direction in the
licence granted in Canada to a woman.
she errs.
fall of 1937 when she accepted a job
In 1953 she received her appointment
Marg's field, bounded on three sides
with radio station CJCS in her home
to the Toronto Island Airport Control
by water, presents a mental hazard to
town of Stratford, Ont.
tower where she is now employed.
pilots. She therefore keeps a close
Whenever recruiting officers f o r the
eye on Cessna as he approaches the
women's services came to town, Marg
3,000 foot runway. When he is safely
NEWS SHORTS
interviewed them on the air and they
down she radios his parking space,
always urged her to join up. The nagging
(Continued from Page 22)
logs him in, and starts Juliet Uncle
feeling of doing something more
of Albany Memorial Hospital in New
Bravo on his way. A t busy times during
f o r her country grew until she decided
York.
the day, she is reaching every
to do so. On the eve of her application
58—Mr. and Mrs. Kent Anderson
f e w seconds f o r the radio microphone
an ad f o r women air traffic control
(Sheryl Crozier) were married on
suspended over her desk, and gives
assistants " F o r duration" appeared in
June 7th, 1958, in Cobden. The Andersons
landing instructions unintelligible to
the paper and out of 600 applicants 40
now live in Aurora. Sheryl
laymen.
were chosen and she was among them.
is teaching in Newmarket
High
She works closely with the weatherman
There was a blitz course, an appointment
School.
located on the next floor down.
at Uplands Airport, then
Mr. and Mrs. Shuttleworth (Mary
He delivers a report at exactly five
Lethbridge,
followed
by
London,
Kirkland) were united in marriage
minutes past each hour, and she, in
Ontario.
August 28 in Oshawa. They now live
turn passes on any information she
New Ruling
in Port Credit where Mary is teaching
gleans from her pilots. "Dave, Echo
At Malton she worked behind the
High School.
Papa Delta (another Cessna) says the
scenes and because of a new ruling,
58—Mr. and Mrs. R. Goodwin (June
ceiling is just 1,500."
"Women were no longer allowed to
Weir) were united in marriage on
The area control centre at nearby
become fully qualified controllers",
August 23 in Toronto and are now
Malton, one of eight in Canada responsible
Marg was barred from trying exams.
living in Streetsville where June is
f o r the movement and safety
"Anyone working in an area control
teaching.
of all aircraft, is as close as her telephone
centre is a good target f o r ulcers,"
58—Mr. and Mrs. Eccleston (Mary
. She clears all pilots' flight
Marg says today, " A f t e r seven years,
Maedel) were married on August 27
plans from Malton so that controllers
in Toronto and are now residing in
at the centre will take over responsibility I'd had enough and was toying with
the idea of going back to radio when
Bracebridge where Mary is teaching
f o r the craft when it goes
the Department of Transport changed
High School.
beyond five miles of her tower. They
its mind about women. The ruling was
5 8 — P a t r i c i a Steele, Marguerite
in turn keep her advised on the flights
passed in 1951 and Marg tried her
Barnes and Eiko Nakashima sailed
to expect.
exams the following year with an
f o r Europe on September 23 and are
Hurricane Time
average of 82%, completed her physical
touring the continent f o r a year and
The hurricane Hazel over and only
and tried her practical.
plan on working f o r a year in England.
the devastation left in its wake, Marg
Early that summer she was on duty
Their address will be Canada
went on duty, a search f o r 81 flood
at Malton when a twin-engine Crane
House, Trafalgar Sq., London, Eng.
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Military Mention
By JANE TRACY
through a very poor section of
Clinton, Ontario did not apply to
France, and I can distinctly remember European Food Services. My boss
some of the expressions used to
then proceeded to introduce me to her
describe the scenery . . . . 'Look at the
staff. I was welcomed with 'Wie geht
rooves made out of half flower pots',
es Ihnen' or 'Guten tag Fraulein'.
'Hey, those men are drinking wine
Having made no previous study of the
right from the bottle', and 'Gosh,
language, I did not know whether I
manure piles right in front of the
was being insulted or complimented.
houses'. Later we learned that the
However they smiled, and there were
rooves were made of clay, that wine
several Canadian personnel who spoke
was consumed by all from dawn to
English. I am sure that by the end
dawn, and that the piles of fertilizer
of my first working day in Europe,
in front of the houses were measures
I was the most bewitched, bothered
of the wealth of the families. If the
and befuddled flight cadet that ever
Frenchman had a great accumulation
landed on European soil.
in front of his house he had many
Very quickly I picked up enough
animals; therefore, he was wealthier
German to make decent replies to
than his neighbour with a small
greetings, and I found that the
accumulation. We passed through
Germans were greatly amused and
Saarland to Germany, still on the
pleased to listen to my tongue-twisted
same bus. Immediately we were impressed
attempts at their language. I began
by the cleanliness of the
to thoroughly enjoy my job, especially
country, the towns, and the people.
the jaunts with my boss to
We arrived in Zweibrucken, and we
the markets and stores to buy extras
found it to be a delightful little city.
for the messes. My boss spoke German
In the city there were two bridges
fluently, so all I had to say was
(hence the name Zweibrucken)—my
hello, good-bye, please and thank you.
first lesson in German.
I did most of the menu planning
When I began work the next day,
for both the combined mess and the
I found that a great deal of the
officers mess during my stay, and for
previous training that I had had in
variety I did several special jobs. I
the School of Food Services in
found the work on a flying station
very interesting. As an assistant food
Jane Tracy in the combined mess with one of the German cooks.
services officer I was allowed to go
out to the squadrons to discuss the
food (etc.) with the aircrew. They
are on fairly restricted diets when
they are flying jet aircraft, and they
seemed to enjoy making every complaint
in the book about the field
kitchen. Of course, if we were planning
a weiner roast, and they wished
to obtain the supplies from the mess
I was bombarded with complaints
about the food. During the month of
July, the boy scouts, the cubs, and the
girl guides went to a summer camp
near Luxembourg. I was given the
task of making the menus, the food
orders, and doing the costing. I must
admit that I was not wildly enthusiastic
about finding how many servings
there were in a number 10 can
of pork and beans. I was also given
the responsibility of a buffet dance
for 250 people. I was told that the
sky was the limit for food and cost.
I wondered whether I had surpassed

For the past few weeks I have been
greeted with 'Hey Trace you came
back', or 'Sprechen sie Deutsche for I
am a very fortunate gal.
Fifty of us, all members of the
University Reserve Training Plan
with the Royal Canadian Air Force,
were given European postings this
past summer. At first the prospect
of a summer in Europe did not seem
quite real. This feeling of unreality
continued until shots for typhoid,
smallpox and just about everything
else began. (These shots made an
excellent accompaniment with final
exams.) The passport photos were
taken, and the blissful dither of what
one needs in Europe and what one
does not need began. However, everyone
was willing to give his or her
advice, mostly 'don't's' with a few
'do's' and more 'Take's' than 'Leave
at Home's'.
Most of us were flown across the
Atlantic in an RCAF jet 'Comet', a
very nice five and a half hour flight
from Gander to Marville, France. We
then hopped on a creaky Air Force
bus and set out for our stations. With
the exception of the bus driver, everyone
had his or her nose pressed flat
against the window. We travelled
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Player's Please

THE

MILDEST BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

this limit when five live lobsters
arrived with a bill of 120 D.M. ($30.00
in American currency).
It was
decided that even they were worth
the money, because everyone had a
great deal of fun organizing lobster
races up and down the tables in the
kitchen.

neighbours were a herd of cows all
trips—three days in Paris, Munich,
Switzerland, and two day trips to the
sporting cow bells. The next day we
Rhine, the Black Forest, Heidelburg,
breathed great sighs of relief after
France, and the Brussels World Fair.
we had combated the Bremeer Pass.
Each weekend something amusing
We hummed along the highway until
suddenly we heard multi horns honking happened, and we would return to the
station with some anecdote to relate.
at us. We stopped, got out of
In Brussels we found ourselves in an
the car, and there, as far as we could
enormous throng of people waiting to
see, was a small stream of our precious see the king of Belgium. We foolishly
If we (the flight cadets) worked
gasoline along the highway,
16 weeks in the summer, we were
asked what his name was, and we
highway. Later in a gas station, we
allowed to have two weeks holidays
learned that loaded cars, and railway were almost thrown out of Belgium.
without pay. In addition we had all
In Paris, Dorothy and I were walking
crossing were not compatible
our weekends to travel. I traveled
across one of the squares and we
with another flight cadet in bacteriology with gasoline tanks. However, our
bumped into Barb Howe (a former
spirits
were
not
in
the
least
dampened
at U.B.C. Dorothy was a wonderful
librarian at Massey Library), so an
, and in nine days we managed to
travelling companion, because
OAC reunion was held on the Left
see Florence, Rome, Pisa, the northern Bank. In Munich in the Hofbrauhaus
she always woke up early. She could
part of the Italian Riviera, Monaco, we ordered a pork hock, only to discover
drag me on and off trains early, early
and the French Riviera as far
in the morning, when I could not have
as Cannes. The people were wonderful
that knives, forks and serviettes
done it without encouragement.
not supplied, so three of us
to us, but we never did quite decide were
A great deal of planning went into
reverted to medieval table manners.
whether
they
were
amused
and
our first week of holidays. Four of
curious, or felt sorry for us and our
As our departure date approached,
us, all female flight cadets, managed
troubles.
I filled myself with vitamin pills,
to obtain an ancient Opal from one of
For our other week Dorothy and I
tried to get more sleep, and trimmed
the nursing sisters. An Opal is midway
took a five day bus tour to Copenhagen and fussed with my hair. I thought
between a small English car and
, most of Denmark and the tip
I felt and looked exactly as I had before
a standard American car in size. With
of Sweden. We left the tour at Hamburg
I left Canada, and I felt quite
a tent, four sleeping bags, four air
, Germany, and took the train to
proud of my state of preservation after
mattresses, three-five gallon jerry
Amsterdam. We spent two days there,
four months in Europe.
cans of gas, a small gasoline stove,
and then went to to Brussels for a
$13.00 worth of groceries, and four
However a very sad situation arose,
full day at the Brussels World Fair.
suitcases, we set out for Italy. It was
for on the trip across the Atlantic,
our first attempt at camping in Europe We had a great deal of fun, but at
this lass developed a first class case
, and the first night we were utterly the same time we decided that we
of pink eye, a cold and a sore throat.
abhorred European trains. It took five
captivated with our camping
I then decided that it would be foolish
trains, one bus, and eleven hours to
sight in the Swiss alps. It was delightful
to cover up the escapades of a flight
go 200 miles one day.
until we got into our sleeping
cadet in Europe. Now, you too, know
We made several other weekend
bags and suddenly realized that our
my story.
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THE EVOLUTION OF A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
By JAMES LEVER
JAMES LEVER ('12)
of my room—(shared by Rusty
New York Seaman's Institute and I
Zavitz, son of the Professor). They
set out there after spending the interval
is a prominent consulting landscape
left him alone apart from a few
at Dr. Creelman's new fruit
architect in England. Prior to World
farm. They never arrived and I did
War I, he came to Canada and attendedhearty jolts and concentrated on me.
the O.A.C. for a time, returning There must have been some misunderstanding
the trip on my own.
to England for a visit in the summer
as to what my responses
I then spent a busy summer with
of 1914, intending to continue his
should have been to their intimate
course. However, World War I interfered questions or it might have been that I
the High Commissioner for Ontario—
, and he was unable to graduate. didn't swallow enough soap and
for it transpired that Professor Reynolds
had failed me in English. There
water. The result was that I hit somebody
had been some arrangement whereby
The story of his early days at the
and was adjudged as suitable to
College, and his subsequent career
accepted articles in the Canadian
be dealt with summarily.
will be of interest to many, especially
press counted as ten marks for examination
A mixture of wood and yellow
to those who knew him in his College
purposes, and three of these
days.
ochre turned my torso into that of
had not been credited. By costly cabling
Neolithic man and I was hounded out
it was decided that honour would
The boyhood dream of what one
of the main building in bare feet
be satisfied if I sat for a supplementary
would like to be often takes the
along the gravel drive and goaded
exam in the offices of His Excellency
standard forms of heroism and romance;
with sticks towards an unknown destination
. I did this within the stipulated
but mine quickly took shape
. It was possible, even in this
time and took a job with him
in an urge to dwell among trees and
state, to take in the beauty of the
until I sailed for France to acquire
flowers and to create a pleasant
night and to mark the oddness of human more knowledge at the National
where these should exist in ordered
behaviour as other unfortunates
School of Horticulture at Versailles
beauty.
were bundled towards horse troughs.
Palace.
In Calvanistic Bolton, Lancashire,
One even had time to note the
My return to Guelph was ever in
which was known in Cromwell's day
piquancy of a situation where one
as "the Geneva" of the north, such
barefooted and nightgowned Freshman my mind; but I spent a further year
with a Yorkshire nurseryman where
notions were frowned upon and I
was seen straining between the
I presided in French over a gang of
spent eight years among the slag
shafts of a buggy overfilled with
Swiss
Alpine gardeners, in the making
heaps and the dark satanic mills—far
Sophomores smoking cigars.
of lakes, creeks and rockeries.
from the traumatic landscapes of
My destination at last became apparent
The pay was three-pence an hour.
fancy. The dream persisted, however,
and with growing horror I
and was fed on books, pictures, and
I had gathered some interesting experience
found myself thrust into a building
seedsman catalogues until such time
and by the summer of 1914
whose name shall remain, even in
as it became manifest that I was
was looking forward with nostalgia
this distance of time, my guarded
making no growth and that I should
to the friendly setting of College and
secret. I got out just before I was
be put to farming as being a sort of
Campus at Guelph; but the bomb
caught and even my tormentors were
economic compromise with my dreams
which Toni Princep threw at Serajevo
glad when the painted nude leapt
and a quick means of putting on
set the world on fire and altered the
through a window into a flower bed.
weight.
time table for me and many others
They positively wheedled me on my
as well.
This was the turn of the tide for
return to base, and after handshakes
me and in due course I was bundled
all round, it was agreed that I should
The post war period in England
off to Canada as the land where
never mention the episode; nor was it
offered many attractions to the landscape
farming paid in the grand manner.
ever disclosed throughout the strenuous
gardener and I found myself
enquiries next day.
I acquiesced in this move although
making gardens for my friends.
I was selective in my choice of destinationsLife thereafter became idyllic and
Recommendations enlarged my clientele
fruitful in learning, and friendships
. The rigours of farming in
among the newly rich and others
Ontario as a hired man were cheerfully were struck which lasted many years.
who returned home from India. The
The summer was spent at the Horticultural
accepted and the basic elements
realization of my earliest dreams
Experiment Station at Jordan came suddenly, and although this
of farming absorbed. But when the
Harbour, and the second year was
maple began to redden in the fall of
might have led me into the formation
spent in College with a widening comprehension
1910 my mind turned to some means
of a company which could carry on
of acquiring a knowledge of the
of the subjects taught and
several jobs simultaneously, I preferred
sciences behind this practical work
a corresponding enlargement of the
to concentrate on one garden at
and the key to my youthful dreams.
circle of one's friends. These were
a time, rather in the manner of a
Thus I found myself enrolled at
oddly dissimilar to myself in that
painter in his studio. An aptitude for
Guelph as a Freshman in that year
they were a head taller than I was
drawing and painting; an eye for terrain
and absorbed in the magic and novelty
and far more gusty in their behaviour.
; the basic knowledge gleaned at
It so befell that in the very moment
of my new surroundings. The
Guelph and on the farm helped me to
of the loss of the "Titanic", when our
novelty was stressed somewhat by the
create landscape; but inspiration came
morale was at a low ebb, they decided
intrusion around midnight of some
quicker when I had spade in hand
we should go home to England in a
twelve sophomores in black masks
than at the drawing board. In this
cattle boat. The rendezvous was the
who rudely intruded on the privacy
way one became known for a style of
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gardening which carried its mark like
Photographs
of these showed the value ofinstallations, remembered me when the
a painting or a piece of music.
trees, shrubs and crops as a means of
great industrial building programme
In all I must have made 200 gardens, concealment and camouflage far surpassing
was started. These new export factories
large and small during the
were sited well outside the
the value of paint. In this
happy years between the wars. But
large towns and often had to be
way I found myself employed in the
in 1939 this came to an end, and by
concealment of some of the large secret landscaped into their sylvan setting.
the time the Canadian Forces were
installations—some of which covered The brave new world of industry came
welcomed into Sussex many of my
to look upon these outside amenities
four squares miles, and I enjoyed
gardens were in the front line of wire
as a necessary expense, and, in truth,
an exciting and strenuous time in
and concrete defences. But even here
men at the bench or desk are all the
aerial reconnaissance and in planning
my aptitude for landscaping came to
better for the sight of green leaves.
and implementation on the ground.
help in the national effort.
I thus became an Industrial Landscape
It thus came about after the war
Besides painting and planning I
Architect and my boyish
that the consulting civil engineers
had used the scale model for making
visions in smokey Lancashire materialized
who were acting as Government
my ideas clear to my clients. Photo.
Agents for the building of these in-

Engineering Graduate Reunion
"Many new frontiers of Agricultural
Engineering development have been
opened up by graduates of the Engineering
Science Department of Ontario
Agricultural College", said Professor
C. G. E. Downing, head of the
department, as many of the 187 graduates
of the ten years old department
returned for their Decennial Reunion.
Dr. J. D. McLachlan, President of the
O.A.C. welcomed the graduates and
told of the advancements being made
by the College with its extensive
building programme. Professor Downing
said the graduates were located in
all Canadian provinces, 12 States of
the U.S.A., in England, British West
Indies, Ceylon, Pakistan and South
Africa. They were real ambassadors
enhancing the prestige and understanding
of O.A.C. in making fine
contributions in the engineering field.
Professor Downing mentioned that in
order to keep up with a changing
agriculture it required changes in the
Graduate engineers are seen enjoying a good meal in the O.A.C. Cafeteria.
curriculum. New courses in mathematicsIncluded in the group are Mrs. Molly Wright, Bill Weir, Mrs. Bert Moggash,
, in the physical sciences and
and some of the younger generation, Prof. Hal Wright, and Don Presant. All
in engineering were added. "Our main
are members of Year *51.
curriculum is a five year combined
course with the University of Toronto
Wives of the graduates enjoyed aentertainment
in the evening. The reunion
where our graduates in Engineering
tour of Macdonald Institute on the
committee comprised, Ross Irwin,
can obtain a B.S.A. degree from
Sunday afternoon under the supervision 1951 graduate; Jack Pos, 1950 graduate
O.A.C. and a B.A.Sc. from Toronto in
; and Walter Bilanski, 1952 graduate
of Mrs. J. R. Scott while the
a five year period."
; all members of the present
children were entertained in the Physical
Faculty.
Education Building by wives of
Following Professor Downing's address
the staff of the engineering department.
o
the representatives of the ten
The group joined with early
58—Margaret Ellen MacDonald married
years got together to discuss old
delegates to the 34th annual meeting
Mr. George Robert Barr at Molesworth
times as well as the future. The
of the Atlantic Section, American
St. Andrew's Presbyterian
group then toured the Engineering
Church in September. Margaret is
building with few of the older graduates Society of Agricultural Engineers,
which was held the following week,
working on the staff of Macdonald
recognizing the old building due
at the supper in the cafeteria and enjoyed Institute. The Barrs are at home at
to the renovations that have taken
a special programme of enter61 Paisley St., Guelph.
place since their graduation.
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Gilbert was extremely thorough and
build a new laboratory in 1855. This
hard
working. It is reported that he
laboratory,
which
was
situated
about
(Continued from Page 13)
three-quarters of a mile from Rothamsted often remained at his laboratory
Manor, was to be the largest bench until 11 o'clock at night, only
together with different forms and
amounts of nitrogen compounds. In and best known agricultural laboratory to return there again at 4 o'clock the
addition one plot receives farmyard
in England for many years to following morning. So bound up was
manure alone, and another is given come. It consisted of one large high he with his work that a lady whom
no manure atall. The crops that result room, surrounded by a gallery and he once escorted into dinner complained
that his conversation was
from the different treatments with several smaller rooms running
most effectively demonstrate that off it; the main room is now an annex solely concerned with his nitrogen
both minerals and nitrogen must be to the Rothamsted library and the controversy with Liebig.
present together in the soil for satisfactoryothers form store rooms.
From the time Gilbert first began
yields to be obtained. The
In 1877 Lawes and Gilbert were to work with Lawes he continuously
application of farmyard manure alone joined
by a young man named Robert kept complete records of all their
also results in satisfactory crops, the Warrington.
During the 13 years he findings, ultimately producing a series
average yield being over 19 cwt. per was with them
Warrington showed
of unrivalled publications. It is to
acre, whereas land continuously un- that the soil contains
enormous numbers Gilbert also that we are indebted for
manured gives a low average yield of
of living micro-organisms, and the continuance of the long term
only 51/2cwt. per acre. The latter by means
of a certain series of experiments
Classical Experiments. When their
figure is, surprisingly, about equal to
he
demonstrated
that
original
purpose had been achieved,
the world average.
amongst their other activities these Lawes wanted them finished and the
From 1843, when the experiment bacteria are responsible for converting fields ploughed up, but Gilbert managed
the ammonia supplied in fertilisers
was started, until 1925, wheat was
to persuade him otherwise.
and manures first into nitrates
grown continuously on the whole of
Lawes had a wide knowledge of all
Broadbalk field, but in 1926 the field and then into nitrates in which form aspects
of agriculture, which, coupled
was divided across the plots into five they are taken up by the plant.
with
a
sound
business judgement, resulted
equal parts and one part was fallowed
Warrington's was the last important
in
the
farmer of the
each year to help eradicate weeds.
work done at Rothamsted in the day looking upEnglish
to
him
as a trustworthy
It has been found that following a time of Lawes and Gilbert, and from
authority and advisor. Apart
period of fallowing the part of the when he left in 1890 little further from annual
holidays spent in Scotland,
plot concerned usually gives a relatively progress was made, both men being
deer-stalking
and salmon fishing,
higher wheat yield, this being well over 70 years old.
Lawes
spent
most
of his time at
particularly noticeable on plots in a
Lawes always considered that the Rothamsted, avoiding public
functions
low state of fertility.
date of his first association with Gilbert and only visiting London when
was
the time of the foundation necessary for his business. Hisitfarm
One of Lawes' and Gilbert's numerous of thewas
Rothamsted experiments and so was his great interest and he willingly
other projects was on the the fiftieth
anniversary was celebrated
feeding of livestock which were ultimately
guided his numerous visitors
in 1893 in the presence of a around
slaughtered and their various distinguished
it.
gathering of agriculturists
parts analysed to determine the
Lawes also had a genuine concern
mark the occasion, a large
chemical changes which occurred during granite. To
for
the welfare of his farm and factory
stone
bearing
an
appropriate
growth and fattening. Amongst
workers and the villagers of
inscription was placed on the
other things these experiments showed
nearby
Harpenden. In order to make
lawn
in
front
of
the
laboratory,
where
that animal fat came from carbohydratesit still stands.
the
leisure
time of his farm workers
, and not as had been previously
supposed solely from vegetable
fat. No research of this type
and magnitude had been undertaken
before and it remained the stable
work on the subject for many years
it's results that count
to come.
For the first years of their partnership,
Lawes and Gilbert did all their
laboratory work in an old barn. This
was the first laboratory in England
devoted solely to Agricultural
Science. Parts of this barn laboratory
are thought to be incorporated in a
barn, containing timbers estimated
T7
as 16th century, which stands near
the present Bee Department buildings
and is now used as a garage and
equipment store.
The farming community in England
at the middle of the nineteenth century
were so impressed with the work
and advice of Lawes and Gilbert that
they collected together a sum of
nearly £1,200 which was used to
ROTHAMSTED

Master Feeds
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more constructive and profitable, he succeed him as director) and a vigorous of Rothamsted, immediately accepted
gave up some of his land as allotment school of research began to develop the offer. However, the funds of the
Experimental Station were quite inadequate
holdings (small plots of land again.
used for growing household-vegetables
and no money was forthcoming
Right up until the time of his
) for them — the first allotment death, Lawes had borne the whole
from the Government, so the
holdings ever — and five years cost of the work at Rothamsted himself only thing to do was to launch a public
later in 1857 he built them an allotment
appeal. This received a magnificent
, but with its now increased staff
club-house which the men were Rothamsted Experimental Station began
response and the necessary £35,to run themselves. Lawes himself put
to get into financial difficulties. 000 was raised in only seven weeks.
in an appearance at the club-house These difficulties were finally solved
The estate altogether comprised
on Saturday evenings to run a pig in 1911 when the government of the some 527 acres; 52 acres of this had
club and a savings bank, giving 5% country set up a Development Fund previously been held by the station
interest on all deposits. Charles Dickens for British farming. Scientific research at a nominal rent and some 230 acres
, the novelist, visited the clubhouse
at an economic rent. Work was soon
was to be the basis of the development
one evening and subsequently
begun to simplify the management of
and
the
research
results
wrote down his impressions in a characteristic
to be conveyed by advisory and the estate. At the time of purchase it
article entitled "The Poor were
educational
units to the farmers. contained 75 acres of woodland, but
man and his Beer". The allotment Rothamsted was
responsible for some 45 acres of this has now been
holdings and clubhouse are still being research in soil made
put under the plough. The winding
and
plant
used by members of Rothamsted staff, in this new scheme and was nutrition
field boundaries were straightened,
provided
and some of the old traditions associated with a grant of £2,500 a year. A. D. hedges were pulled up, and additional
with them are still being maintained.Hall was one of the prominent figures farm buildings were erected.
appointed as Commissioners to
Manor house remained let as
Although Lawes treated his workers administer the Development Fund and a The
private
and two months
kindly, he would stand no nonsense eventually in 1912 the call upon his after the residence
outbreak
of the Second
from them and when in 1872 an attempt time was so great that he gave up World War the army requisitioned
the
was made to ^tart a farm Rothamsted and Sir John Russell was property and occupied it until the
labourers' union, he sowed down one appointed Director.
autumn of 1946. As was unfortunately
of his large arable fields with grass,
One of Sir John's first tasks was only too often the case, they left it in
the moral being that if his workers
to see to the building of a new laboratory a Shocking condition. Sir William G.
could do without him then he would
for his rapidly growing staff. Ogg, who became director of Rothamsted
do without them!
This new building, which is still the
in 1943 upon the retired of
Lawes lived a simple life and did main laboratory and houses the administrative
Sir John Russell, conceived the admirable
staff, was built in 1914
not indulge in extravagant tastes, a
idea of converting it into a
fault all too common with the gentry and 1915. Half of the money for it Hall of Residence for some of the
of his day, and consequently he acquired was provided by the Development Rothamsted staff, and also for the
considerable wealth. His manure Commission and the other half by the accommodation of visiting scientists.
business alone was sold for Lawes Agricultural Trust.
This idea saw its fulfilment in 1952
£300,000 in 1872. He was made a Fellow In order that the various subjects and Sir William Ogg, who will himself
of the Royal Society in 1854 and under investigation at Rothamsted
retire this October, leaves behind
a baronet in 1882, and numerous honours would be kept in their proper perspective,him at the Manor a true testimony
Sir John decided to attempt of the soundness of his judgement.
were bestowed upon him by foreign
governments, academies and to maintain a monograph 'Soil Conditions Various buildings on the estate
and Plant Growth' in which all have also passed into the Experimental
universities.
Lawes was determined that after available knowledge was to be summarized
Station's hands at different
and the gaps could be indicated. times including
his death the work of Rothamsted
Rothamsted Lodge and
This
has
now
run
into
several
should go on and in 1889 he set up the
Rivers
Lodge,
homes
of the Bee Department
Lawes Agricultural Trust endowing editions, the latest being edited by
and Statistics Department
his
son
E.
W.
Russell,
and
has
become
it with £100,000 to ensure the continuation the standard work on the subject. respectively, and Red Gables, the upper
of the experiments, and
floor of which was converted to
leasing to it the fields on which the
offices to hold the Commonwealth
In 1926 Woburn Experimental Soil Bureau which assists workers in
Classical experiments were conducted,
Farm
with its laboratory and pot
some 52 acres in all, at a nominal rent
soil science throughout the Commonwealth
culture house, situated about 20 miles
for the next 100 years.
by providing technical information
from Rothamsted, was taken over to
Lawes died in 1900, at the age of
, by promoting contact between
86, and Gilbert died the year after. give a sandy soil in contrast with the them, and by rendering any technical
heavy loam soil at Rothamsted itself. assistance possible when they are in
THE GROWTH OF ROTHAMSTED
Experiments had been started England. The lower floor of Red
A. D. Hall, who at the time of
at Woburn as far back as 1876, Sir Gables contains the Station Cafeteria,
Lawes' and Gibert's deaths was principal John Bennet Lawes having played a Staff Common Room and Conference
of Wye Agricultural College, considerable part in laying them out. Room.
was appointed the new director of
In 1934 the grandson of Sir John
Various research institutes have
Rothamsted. Until this time he work Bennet Lawes died and the Lawes
at Rothamsted had been largely family decided to sell the whole estate arisen as offshoots from Rothamsted,
chemical, but Hall realised that the
including the Manor house, and notably the Research Station for
plant and soil must be approached as is the custom in England, offered Glass House Growers in the Lea Volley
and the Millers' Research Institute
from several viewpoints. He gathered it first to Rothamsted Experimental
at St. Albans. Experiments have
round him a botanist, a bacteriologist, Station as the sitting tenants of the
an organic chemist and a soil chemist farm. Sir John Russell, realising the been extended to various outside cen(Concluded on Page 30)
(John Russell, ultimately to suc- importance of the estate to the work
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He will be asked to share his
knowledge and experience with others,
(Continued from Page 29)
or it may be his job to do so as a
tres in Great Britain and Rothamsted
teacher. The Visual Arts Society has
has also become increasingly concerned
somewhat modified its aims and functions
with various overseas projects,
this year. Rather than functioning
members of its staff regularly participating
simply as an hobby organization
in research on agricultural
problems of great economic importance with no particular direction, the
classes have been laid out as regular
in Commonwealth countries.
courses. Attendance and a certain
Temporary exchange of personnel
standard of work are now required.
frequently occurs between Rothamsted
and numerous overseas research centres This permits the instructor to offer
(Continued on Page 32)
. In 1957 alone, 53 scientists from

ROTHAMSTED

R.C.U.S.

(Continued from Page 15)
most pleased with their set-up.
STUDENT DISCIPLINE
Student disciplinary action is based
on the principles that the student,
joining a college becomes a member
of an organization which should have
the right to in some degrees, govern
the activities of its members and that
a person should be tried by his peers.
Conclusions were that Student council
and administration must work together
24 countries spent various periods
in formulating policy for student
working at Rothamsted. Sir William
discipline. Students should deal
Ogg recently received the distinction
with problems other than off-campus
of being elected a Corresponding
affairs, incidents involving expulsion
Member of the All Union Academy
and mass infractions.
of Agricultural sciences of the
Regarding enforcement it was felt
U.S.S.R., and at the invitation of the
that an honour system took too long
Academy visited Moscow to attend
to institute. Each case should be
The REVIEW has undertaken a
the Anniversary Session and receive
judged on its merits, rather than according
survey of married students on the
his scroll of membership.
to a scale of discipline.
campus. At present there are 48 married
Rothamsted staff grew from 28 in
Each successful system stresses the
students at O.A.C.; 4 in the
1912 to 130 in 1941 when overcrowding
importance of continued close co-operation
Diploma
course, 2 in first year degree,
was again beginning to be felt.
between administration and
10 in second year, 14 in third
But the much needed accommodation
Student Heads. Nothing destroys
year and 18 in fourth year.
had to wait until hostilities in the
student government effectiveness more
Below are listed the students who
world ceased in 1945. Since then fine
rapidly than to be over-ridden by Administration
"tied the knot" during the past year.
new laboratories and glasshouses have
was the opinion of Carleton
(P.S. The editors would appreciate
been erected. Government grants have
, Waterloo and MacDonald.
learning about any students we have
been made to Rothamsted every year
accidentally omitted from the list.)
PRODUCTION AND EXTENSION
since the Development Fund was first
Fourth
Year
Degree
IN FINE ARTS
started, until at the present time over
M. N. Alexander
Suggestions centred on an enlarged
90% of the necessary funds come from
B.
R.
S.
Carswell
(June/58)
inter-varsity
choir festival. Travel and
Government sources, mainly the Ministry
O. R. Cousineau
billeting present problems. Many of
of Agriculture and the Agricultural
W. L. Currie (Nov./57)
the delegates were interested in investigating
Research Council. In 1955 additional
L. E. Ford (July/58)
the possibilities of such a
land adjoining Rothamsted's
R. W. Miller (Aug./58)
program, and went so far as to meeting
boundaries was purchased and the
W. A. McWilliam
after the session to formulate
experimental farm now comprises 603
R. A. Prestage (June/58)
plans.
acres.
R. A. Pullin
Problems of maintaining standards
Rothamsted now contains 12 departments
A. D. Smith (Sept./58)
were of concern to all Religious
: Physics, Chemistry, Pedology,
V. J. Toews
groups. Do they satisfy or create a
Soil Microbiology, Botany, Biochemistry
H. Maliepaard (April/58)
need? It was felt that the successful
, Plant Pathology, Neonatology, Insecticides
Third Year Degree
religious group fulfilled a need by
and Fungicides, Entomology M. W. Atkinson
ministering to the students at their
, Bees and Statistics. From its
H. R. Carby-Samuels
own intellectual level.
original two workers it has grown
D. J. Craven
Athletics
to a staff of 425.. F. C. Bawden will
G. C. Creelman
A discussion group brought forward
become director this autumn of an
A. S. Holder (Aug./58)
the suggestion that students
Experiment Station with a tradition
J. E. Hunt
should take the role in setting up the
of over 120 years of research behind
J. G. Kilpatrick
athletic schedule with the financial
it.
N. N. LeBlanc (Aug./58)
complexities being handled by the
o
W. A. Mulchinock
Administration totally.
V I S U A L ARTS
H. J. Parkin
The round table discussions, panels,
(Continued from Page 11)
O. V. Simpson
gab sessions at coffee breaks and fun
as much as possible by experience,
D. G. Stauffer
is all over; the delegates have returned
and above all they want to have a
Second Year Degree
to their colleges with their
personal feeling of accomplishment in
A. D. Bair
problems. What will the conference
creating something beautiful and useful. D. P. Beckford
have meant? Will there be revolutions
at OA-VC or anywhere else? No, but
R. B. Crumback
It is as simple as that.
we can expect a new approach to old'
M. J. Dekindt
The years in college should be peproblems.
R. J. Goodall
periods of investigation and an accumulation
All delegates expressed surprise at
D. H. Lecky
of experiences. The student
the facilities which this college offers
W. D. Little
should depart, ready to make a valid
—a significant contribution to college
S. J. Stephen
contribution to society. A person who
public relations. The delegates were
K. C. S. Tuckey
has found a way to express himself is
unanimous that the conference was an
Diploma Course
more likely to be a well integrated
unqualified success in all respects.
P. T. Wilkes (June/58)
member of the community.
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What s Behind the Phenomenal Growth of the

LANDRACE?

It is just five years since America's first privately owned Landrace quietly landed
in Quebec. At that time, not one farmer in a hundred could even pronounce the
name. Two years later a few far-seeing Canadians banded together to form an
independent swine organization to protect and promote the Landrace and applied
for the right to have the breed registered in Canada. The remarkable growth of
the Landrace since that time is indicated by the following figures:
Registrations in 1955
Registrations in 1956
Registrations in 1957
Estimated for 1958

252
1,172
4 # 881
12,000!

Goval Ingrid, one of the first two Swedish Landrace which landed in Quebec, M a y

1953.

In all the history of Canadian agriculture, there has been no breed record to parallel such a
growth. What is the reason? Why is the Landrace called
6The

Livestock Sensation of the Century99 ?

For the answers to these and many more questions about the Landrace, ask for the Canadian
Landrace Bulletin (Quarterly), Ormstown, Que. A dollar a year, sample copy free.

YOU WILL BE SURPRISED!
C a n a d i a n Landrace Swine Ass'n.
Winter, 1958

Ormstown, Quebec.
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links or a painting without organization
and logic. There are male students
(Continued from Page 30)
on this campus and female students.
basic information in an orderly fashion
Why is the ratio 8 women to
so that the student upon completion 1 man in the craft classes ?
During the past few months the
of a 20 week course will have a
secretary has mailed information
sound foundation and understanding
As a part of the new program of
cards to more than 5,000 known
of the craft. This will permit the student the Visual Arts Society a statement
graduates and associates of the College
. The response has been encouraging,
to study further under guidance
of participation will be given to each
in that over 1,600 cards were
or investigate on his own. It is interestingstudent upon completion of the 20
returned with information to bring
to note that learning a craft
week course stating his degree of attainment
their alumni records up to date.
involves more than an accumulation
It is assumed that the remaining
and proficiency. While this
3,400 cards which were not returned
of mere technical information. It
has no academic recognition other than
are reasonably accurate. The secretary
gives the student an understanding
the fact that the courses are carefully
wishes to thank those who took the
and appreciation of the work of
trouble to return the cards.
constructed, it is felt that because
craftsmen in all fields. It develops
The large number of cards returned
the courses are taught by qualified
his aesthetic sense. But perhaps most
presents a space problem in the "Review
college instructors that statement will
". The full list, however, has been
important from an academic point of
carry some weight should the student
compiled, and will be included in the
view, it developsinitiative,curiosity
December envelope along with the
wish to teach night school.
and organization. Initiative, because
magazine, together with a list of unknowns
in the final analysis he must make his
, and a summary of membership
Many of our students will live in
by years.
own decisions. Curiosity, because of
rural and suburban areas where night
With the huge "back-log" of information
the possibilities of
development
classes have become a necessary part
provided for, future issues of
in so many directions. Organization,
the Review will carry the current
of life. They will be able to help fill
because it is impossible to
changes in the graduate list.
the need for teachers and in so doing
produce an object without following
We are pleased to report that the
will be contributing to community
membership of the Association has
an orderly sequence of processes
life. They will, above all not be
reached a new high of 1,400. However,
which must be worked out first. Men
if the Directors' objective of doubling
counted among the lost and frustrated
are supposedly more orderly and organized
last year's record is to be reached, it
like
so
many
who
are
now
seeking
an
will be necessary for 1,000 additional
than women. Logic appeals
opiate to boredom or frustration in
alumni to indicate a financial interest
to them. Women are illogical. Crafts
in the association by sending the small
require logic, organization and orderliness.night classes. They will have a creative membership fee of $2.00 to the secretary
interest and they will be positive
It is impossible to successfully
, J. A. Eccles, Dept. of Public
forces in their communities.
Relations, O.A.C., Guelph.
build a hi-fi cabinet, a pair of cuffVISUAL
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DE L A V A L BULK TANKS
built in Peterborough

for

Canadians

Le Laval Controlled" Milking gets all the
milk faster cleaner.
De Laval Bulk Coalers are built to give
years of efficient, economical service
and to cool milk faster at less cost. Built
by Canadian craftsmen for Canadian
conditions, it is no wonder De Laval Bulk
Tanks are the most popular in Canada
today. There's a De Laval buy cooler to
fit
your operation exactly. See your nearest
De Laval Bulk T a n k dealer for complete
details.

De Laval Bulk Cooler —
made by Canadians far Canadians.

Hudson Barn Equipment—best by every test!

DE L A V A L
Moncton
Toronto
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Montreal
Calgary

Peterborough
Vancouver
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WORKER

with Checkerboard tie

Twenty short years ago, production of broilers
and turkeys in Eastern Canada was small,
seasonal, and sideline. Today broiler and turkey
production is large-scale, year-round, highly
efficient specialized business.
A s k the Poultry Department people what
prompted and who prompted this striking
development. They'll list many contributing
factors — but the biggest single factor was the
Purina salesman! He took busloads of poultrymen to see the great Pennsylvania and Delmarva
broiler areas, set up demonstration flocks in
rented barns, promoted cut-up chicken outlets.

Behind the Purina man, at his call, are the
accumulated know-how of nearly 65 years of
feed manufacture and study by a notably alert
organization; the accumulated observations of
many years on feeder farms of every type; the
full resources of the Purina Research Laboratories
and Research Farms.

A l l this he carries with him to the back concessions
. Granted, he's a salesman. Granted, he's
out to sell Purina Chows and Sanitation Products.
But to sell them successfully, he has to get
them used successfully; and so, usually unrecognized
and always unofficially, the Purina
Y o u can see something of the same sort coming
salesman is one of the most effective agricultural
in hog production. From small sideline it's developing
extension workers.
into large-scale specialty. A s k the
A n i m a l Husbandry people who is doing most to
bring volume-efficiency into this field! One
Purina salesman (an O . A . C . graduate) has
RALSTON PURINA COMPANY, LIMITED
nearly 3 0 " P u r i n a Pig Parlors" operating in a
single Ontario county.
WOODSTOCK TORONTO W H I T B Y
MONTREAL

I •

•

LIGHT,
STRONG,

MOBILE
You con
use it
anywhere

PAGE-HERSEY

flexible

P L A S T I C PIPE
Wherever you want running water you can have
it quickly and easily with Page-Hersey Plastic
Pipe. It offers you long flexible lengths, simple
connections, and a complete line of fittings.
You can lay this pipe in a shallow trench . . .
hang it on a fence . . . water the hogs in the barnyard
Always buy Page-Herseyflexibleplastic
or cattle in the field ... animals in the barn,
pipe. This is your assurance that —
hens
on the floor above. Use it where you need
• the pipe has proper thickness and strength
it
today,
move it tomorrow.
of pipe walls, and over 20 other important
And
what
could be easier, than Page-Hersey
technical requirements.
Flexible
Plastic
Pipe for bringing running water
• it contains only 100% N E W polyethylene;
into your farmhouse?
tasteless, odorless, approved for carrying
drinking water for human or animal consumption;
Obtainable at your plumbing and heating or
won't corrode or rot, a n d is
hardware
store . . . most of these dealers have
unharmed by freezing.
sold Page-Hersey black and galvanized steel
Product of a Company owned, operated pipe for a long time.
and controlled by Canadians.
Sizes: V2" to 6": 3" and smaller, supplied FREE BOOKLET
in coils of 100 feet or longer: 4"
shows where and how to use Page-Hersey
to 6" in 25 foot lengths. Every length
Flexible Plastic Pipe. Ask your pipe supplier
for your free copy or write direct to:
is pressure tested by Page-Hersey.
PAGE-HERSEY TUBES, LTD., 100 CHURCH
Complete line of fittings in all sizes.
ST., TORONTO.
Every length is stamped
"41-GP-5A" Government
approved; first quality pipe

P A G E - H E R S E Y TUBES, LIMITED

